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Profits would be nonexistent in a competitive capitalistic economic 
environment without the presence of risk. In a world of certainty, all prices 
would equal costs. This is true for all economic activities, including cattle 
feeding. But, since we do not live in a world of certainty both positive and 
negative profits exist. Therefore, risk is a factor that must be managed in order 
to accomplish the primary objective of cattle feeding, which is to generate 
positive economic profits, i.e. a return to risk. 
In the business of cattle feeding, two basic types of risk have been 
identified. The first is production risk, which is concerned with such items as 
feed efficiency, death loss, adverse weather, rate of gain, etc. The second type 
of risk is market or price risk, which is concerned with the purchase price of 
inputs and the selling price of the final product. Together these two basic types 
of risk combine to make up the total risk faced by the cattle feeder. 
An increasing amount of attention has been focused on price risk during 
the last ten years. It is a matter of concern not only to the cattle feeder, but 
aloo to agricultural lenders who make funds available for investment in cattle 
feeding enterprises. Lenders can no longer evaluate a potential borrower on 
production abilities alone. Lenders must also take into consideration the 
borrower's marketing abilities. 
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Figure 1. Weel<ly Average Prices of Good-Choice Slaughter Steers at Guymon, Oklahoma, 1976-1980. 
1:..:1 
slaughter steers at Guymon, Oklahoma during 1976-1980. Volatile prices alone 
are not responsible for the creation of profits, losses, or risk. It is our inability 
to predict the future that creates risk and the potential for profit or loss. Many 
factors affect the final selling price for a pen of fat cattle, including the 
availability of competitive products and the economic environment. 
Uncertainty in the cattle feeding business is evidenced by the wide range 
of net returns experienced by Guymon area cattle feeders during the 1976-1980 
time period examined. Profit margins ranged from an estimated average loss of 
$194.57 per head to an estimated average profit of $189.26 per head. The wide 
fluctuation in net returns created "boom or bust" situations for many cattle 
feeders and had serious implications for agricultural lenders financing those 
feeders. 
Of course not all cattle feeders experienced the estimated wide range of 
net returns. Some, whether by their skillful analysis of the market or just plain 
luck, timed their purchases of inputs and their sales of output to take advantage 
of fluctuating prices. However, others were devastated by the effects of 
adverse unexpected price changes and suffered even worse losses than indicated 
above. 
The practice of hedging by cattle feeders is becoming increasingly popular 
as a method to manage price risk more effectively. Agricultural lenders view 
this increased use of hedging by their clients differently based on past 
experience and their own analysis. Lenders are aware of the argument that 
hedging assures a producer a set price for a product (neglecting basis risk), and 
because of this a producer who hedges properly should be considered as a better 
risk by lenders. But, lenders are also aware of cases where hedging magnified 
losses or restricted profits over what would have otherwise occurred. It should 
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be pointed out that hedging (not speculating) always reduces the exposure to 
price risk even when it results in less favorable returns, provided the cash and 
futures price of the product hedged is highly correlated. 
Most cattle feeders borrow money to finance their operations. This is 
done either to provide financial leverage or to make the investment possible. 
When the investment in cattle feeding is financed in part by borrowing, the 
lender indirectly faces the same risks incurred by the borrower because the 
realized outcome of the feeding operation is a determinant in the ability of' the 
borrower to repay the loan as agreed. Many times, when repayment problems 
occur, currently maturing debt obligations are simply refinanced. Lenders 
typically allow this when the problem is deemed temporary in nature. However, 
this reaction to the problem is not a permanent solution and a run of "temporary" 
bad luck combined with increasing debt obligations may result in serious 
financial problems for both the cattle feeder and his lender. Thus any course of 
action the feeder might take to reduce his own risk should be welcomed and 
encouraged by his lender. 
The Problem 
The uncertain profitability of feeding cattle is a problem not only for the 
cattle feeder, but also for the agricultural lender who provides the necessary 
funds for many individuals and firms to operate. Because profit margins in the 
cattle feeding business are highly variable, lenders typically view loans for this 
purpose as risky and therefore require a risk premium. This risk premium is a 
combination of the interest charged above that of the total economic cost of 
funds and the equity margin requirement placed on the borrower to obtain the 
loan. 
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Hicks (1946) suggested that decision makers act differently under risk 
situations than under no-risk situations. He stated that"· •• when risk is present, 
people will generally act, not upon the price which they expect as most probable, 
but as if the price had been shifted a little in a direction unfavorable to them" 
(p. 134). 
Accepting this logic it is easy to see why lenders require a risk premium 
on their loans to cattle feeders. The lender is faced with the problem of 
uncertainty and as a result charges a higher interest rate and/or will not lend the 
full expected value of assets offered as security. 
Past studies have indicated that the price risk component in cattle 
feeding may be reduced through the proper use of hedging. If this is true then it 
would follow that lenders should be willing to lower the risk premium on loans 
where hedging is utilized, i.e. lenders should be willing to lower either the 
interest rate, the equity margin requirement, or both. 
Many lenders perceive a reduction in risk when their customers hedge and 
some translate the perceived risk reduction into reduced equity requirements. It 
is not known by this author whether any credit institution presently compensates 
for the perceived reduction in risk by decreasing the cost of funds to their 
customers who hedge. However, it is possible to fully compensate a borrower for 
the reduction in risk by decreasing only the margin requirement in most cases. 
Lenders seem willing to do this because of the additional security provided by 
hedging. 
Some lenders presently have policies that specifically deal with customers 
who use hedging to manage price risk. These policies generally specify 
guidelines concerning percent equity requirements for borrowers when they 
hedge versus when they do not hedge. The difference in equity requirements 
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demanded of the same borrower in these lending policies represent the perceived 
risk differentiation due solely to the use of hedging by the cattle feeder. 
Since lenders do not generally participate directly in any gain or loss 
derived from the use of borrowed funds, the repayment ability of their borrower 
is the critical factor in determining lender risk. A procedure for determining the 
existence and magnitude of any impact on lender risk due solely to the use of 
alternative hedging strategies by cattle feeders is needed to provide information 
for use in the development of lending policies that properly reflect any 
differe·nce present in lender risk as a result of hedging performed by a 
borrower. This procedure would not only provide information that would be 
useful for lenders, but would also benefit cattle feeders as well because it would 
help to identify the best marketing strategy for a particular feeder, given the 
cattle feeders own attitude toward and ability to bear risk. 
Review of Literature 
Several different studies have dealt with the futures market and with 
hedging in general. Studies debating the theoretical aspects of hedging have 
been around for some time. More recently the work in this area has become 
more practical and quantitative in nature und has emphasized the use of hedging 
as a risk management tool. Specific work has been done in the development of 
hedging strategies for several commodities including cattle. Very little work has 
been performed concerning the implications of hedging for the lender of those 
engaged in an enterprise that uti1izes hedging as a method to reduce price risk. 
The literature that directly applies to this study is easily divided into two 
major areas: (1) development and optimization of strategies to reduce price 
risks involved in cattle feeding, and (2) implications of hedging for agricultural 
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lenders. Studies presented in the first major area do not include all relevant 
work to date, but are representative of the work in this area. 
Development and Optimization of Strategies to 
Reduce Price Risks Involved in Cattle Feeding 
Purcell, Hague, and Holland (1972) identified a need for the use of hedging 
in cattle feeding to reduce price risk. They examined seven different strategies 
for the marketing of fat cattle during 1965-1970. These strategies were 
evaluated by comparison of the level and variability in mean net returns per 
head. One of the strategies did not consider the utilization of hedging, but was 
used as a basis of comparison. Strategies were considered "good" if the strategy 
either: "(1) increases mean net returns and decreases the variance of net 
returns; or (2) decreases the variance significantly without a concurrent 
significant decrease in the mean" (p. 8). Purcell, Hague, and Holland concluded 
from the results of their simulation that, 
Overall, the results clearly verify the working hypothesis that 
hedging strategies can be developed which, if applied selectively 
based on the market situation, can decrease the risk confronting 
the cattle feeder without costly decreases in the mean level of net 
returns (p. 17). 
McCoy and Price (1975) also utilized the mean variance approach used by 
Purcell, Hague, and Holland. They examined seven marketing alternatives of fat 
cattle for a typical 20,000 head feedlot in Kansas from 1965-197 4. They found, 
as did Purcell, Hague and Holland, that net returns could be improved over an 
unhedged operation by following selected hedging strategies. 
Both of the previous studies mentioned indicated that a hedging strategy 
that routinely hedged cattle as they were placed in the feedlot substantially 
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reduced risk, defined as the variability of returns, but also substantially reduced 
the mean return. It was aloo noted that strategies producing higher net mean 
returns were accompanied by increased variability of returns. In both of these 
studies hedging was either undertaken once or not at all during each feeding 
period examined. 
Franzmann (1976) expressed the need for techniques to help cattlemen 
and their creditors determine appropriate times when cattle should or should not 
be hedged. The use of technical analysis was recommended to develop a plan for 
placing and lifting hedges throughout the feeding period. It was stated that 
pertinent supply and demand information is necessary, but not sufficient to 
obtain the best timing in the placement and lifting of hedges. Franzmann 
concluded that "proper use of technical tools assures that the hedge is employed 
only when needed thereby adding to feedlot profits and reducing the threat of 
bankt•uptcy" (p. 152). 
Purcell (1977, p. 26) stated, "To hedge effectively, some approach is 
needed which will offer protection against price breaks and still allow all or a 
substantial part of the benefits of a rising cash mar·ket." The use of an objective 
technical tool called moving averages was suggested by Purcell as one 
potentially viable approach. Results of an investigation to determine the best 
set of moving averages to use while hedgiug fat cattle was presented. Purcell 
also emphasized the additional importance of using teehnieal tools during upward 
trending markets over periods of downward trending markets due to the 
increased significance of timing the hedge. 
Johnston (1977) pt·esented a method of hedging for· cattle feeders called a 
dynamic approach to integrated hedging. Integrated hedging was defined by 
Johnston as the simultaneous consideration of short hedging with live cattle 
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futures and long hedging with feeder cattle and corn futures. Johnston compared 
three general hedging strategies over 47 consecutive planning-feeding periods 
simulated from January 1972 through June 1976. A new planning-feeding period 
began each month during this time period. As a basis for comparison a strategy 
with no hedging was simulated over the same period. These strategies were then 
evaluated in terms of the mean and variability of per head returns. 
Johnston concluded that 
.•• a dynamic approach to integra ted hedging can provide greater 
returns and less variable returns from feeding company owned 
cattle than could be obtained from feeding company owned cattle 
without hedging (p. v). 
Johnston also stated 
.•• that unless feedlots can forecast price trends with a great deal 
of precision, then they must be willing to forego large windfall 
profits on company owned cattle as the price for protection against 
large losses (p. 182). 
Lehenbauer (1978) suggested cattle feeders use the feeder cattle futures 
market to long hedge their anticipated needs for feeder cattle. Point and figure 
parameters along with moving averages for trading feeder cattle futures were 
optimized and results presented. Lehenbauer found that both of these tools when 
used in selective hedging strategies effectively increased returns and that these 
larger returns were accompanied by lower variability, i.e. less risk, when 
compared with the "no hedge" alternative. 
Russell (197 8) examined the use of oscilla tm·s to pt·ovide buy and sell 
signals to effectively hedge feeder cattle. His findings indicated that average 
returns could be increased and the variance of returns reduced compared to a "no 
hedge" marketing strategy simply by using his oscillator technique. Russell 
concluded that selective hedging based on oscillators, which hav,e been 
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optimized, can increase average returns and reduce price risk for both the feeder 
cattle producer and the cattle feeder. 
Shields (1980) optimized moving average parameters by a computer 
program for feeder cattle, corn, and live cattle futures market prices to provide 
optimal timing of multiple hedge transactions to increase profits and reduce 
price variability (price risk) for continuous feedlot operations. Multiple hedging 
was defined by Shields as a technique using some sort of decision criteria (price 
expectations) to place and lift hedges any number of times as dictated by the 
technique on the same commodity being produced with the hope of obtaining a 
more favorable price. 
Shields tested eight marketing strategies on 56 lots of 190 cattle 
simulated from January 1975 through December 1979. A new lot of cattle was 
considered to have been placed each month. One of the strategies involved no 
hedging and was used as a basis of compar·ison. The results of Shields simulation 
indicated that multiple hedging of feedet• cattle, corn, and live cattle using 
optimized moving average parameters to generate buy and sell signals can 
potenUally increase profits and reduce price risk (defined as price variability) for 
a continuous feedlot operation. 
ImJ2lications of Hedging for Agricultural Le!}ders 
Powers (1968) surveyeJ 376 credit ir1stitutions in South Dakota, Nebraska, 
Minnesota, and Iowa to determine if these institutions considered hedging or 
forward contracting as· actions that produced enough of a risk reduction to 
permit an increase in the size of lo~ns made on given assets or to encourage 
favorable interest rate reductions charg·ed on such loans. rrhe ct·edit institutions 
surveyed were categorized into three groups titled PCA's, large banks, and small 
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banks. Seventy nine of the institutions surveyed had made loans to those who 
offered hedged or contracted collateral as security for a loan. Powers (1968, p. 
5) found that in general"· .• hedging and forward contracting did have an effect 
on the size of loans, but not on the interest rates charged." Powers reported 
that of the credit institutions that increased amounts loaned on hedged livestock, 
the average increases in the size of the loans made on hedged livestock versus 
non-hedged livestock ranged from 12.2 per cent for the small bank category to 
17.5 per cent of the value of the assets for the PCA category. None of the 
credit institutions surveyed were willing to reduce the interest rate charged 
whether collateral was hedged or forward contracted. He noted that a number 
of the respondents indicated that they based the interest rate charged on their 
cost of money and not on the different amounts of risk presented by borrowers. 
Also, it was noted that it is quite likely that risk reduction could be fully 
accounted for by just an increase in loan size. 
Powers also found that, in making the decision on whether to grant a loan 
to an individual, not much importance was placed on whether the collateral is 
hedged or forward contracted. Only 3.8 per cent of those surveyed considered it 
very important and none of the institutions required their customers to follow 
either practice, but a few did advise such action. Powers concluded that "It 
appears, therefore, that in most cases hec'&ging and forward contracting can 
improve a borrower's line of credit, but cunnot he eonsidered vital to gaining 
credit" (p. 24). 
Heifner (1972) stated that a lender stands to benefit when a borrower 
hedges either through a reduction in the probability of default on a loan or 
through expanding the loan without increasing the probability of default. "Under 
a loan contract, most of the risk remains with the borrower. Only when the loan 
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is defaulted does the lender stand to lose, and he commonly holds a mortgage to 
limit his loss in this eventuality" (p. 9). 
Heifner illustrated the impact of hedging on the lender assuming that 
pro fits are normally distributed, noting that this assumption may be 
questionable. His illustration of hedging fat cattle shows how the probability of 
default is decreased by reducing the variation of net returns. Heifner then 
showed how a lender may increase his loan on this par·ticular undertaking without 
increasing the risk of default. 
Heifner indicated that one of the major impediments to greater use of 
futures markets by smaller agricultural firms is the lack of knowledge 
concerning the futures market and that 11 • • • lending institutions are in a 
favorable position to spread understanding of the role of hedging. By so doing, 
they stand to further their own interests and those of their borrowers" (p. 12). 
Heifner suggested that if lenders are to take full advantage of the possibilities of 
hedging, means must be developed to monitor the borrower's futures position and 
lenders must help their borrowers establish sound hedging programs. 
Van Blokland (1974) surveyed 119 bankers in major cattle feeding states of 
the United States to test the hypothesis that bankers are prepal'ed to allocate 
more loan funds to farmers for a hedged rather than unhedged commodity, using 
the example of a beef' fattening enterprise. Also, a representative farm was 
created with six years of records and an expansion plan for the next five years. 
This was used in interviews with ten Illinois banks to see if they. would grant 
funds for expansion and to determine what <ldditionaJ capital, if tmy, they would 
provide if the beef cattle were hedged. 
Sixty six per cent of the bankers J~esponding to the survey indica ted they 
used the futures market in some way. Seventy five percent of this group used 
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the futures market in loan assessments, indicating the possibility that hedged 
commooities might increase the chances of loan approvement over non-hedged 
commodities. However, in a later part of the questionnaire 35 out of 38 bankers 
stated they were not basically concerned with whether a farmer hedges or not. 
Only 8 percent of this group indicated they would provide more Cl'edit if hedging 
was performed. This was in spite of the fact that 38 out of 51 encouraged the 
use of hedging from time to time. Van Blokland sugg·ested that this was because 
the bankers were either unwilling or unable to quantify the benefits which they 
think hedging produces or because they basically were unaware that these 
benefits should be translated into further loan terms. 
I 
In the interviews with the ten Illinois banks utilizing the profile of a 
representative farm, half of the banks indicated they would increase the amount 
of a loan if hedging was used. They also indicated that they would stay with any 
margin calls their clients received. Van Blokland concluded that "Little 
supportive evidence was found to support the hypothesis that farmers can obtain 
more credit by hedging, compared with not hedging," (p. 99} and that 
"Conclusions point to the fact that bankers are unaware or not prepared to 
quantify the advantages that futures markets can offer, when assessing loan 
requirements'' (p. 100). 
Riffe (1979) pointed out that lenders are indil·ectly affected by the same 
price risk that at'fects the cattle feeder when the opf!ration is financed and that 
many lenders tend to view cattle feeding as an exlrE:~mely high risk entet·prise. 
He stated that, 
Since much of the lender's perceived risk evolves from the same 
factors which determine the cattle feeder's risk of loss, it seems, 
r·easonable to ,assume that any action which improves the financial 
position of the cattle feeder will be beneficial to both parties (p. 
1). 
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Riffe's study involved the analysis of the financial effects of different 
hedging strategies based on relative net cash flow patterns. Using a 
computerized cash flow simulation model of a cattle feeding operation during 
the period 1965-1977 Riffe examined seven strategies, including a strategy 
where no hedging was performed. Each strategy was compared by examining the 
frequency distribution, range, total accumulated debt balance, graphic 
distribution over time, and the mean and standard deviation of the 30 day cash 
balances. The distribution of the 30 day cash balances was considered to be 
more important than the mean balance. 
Riffe determined: 
A major conclusion of this study is that the selective hedging 
strategies tested do not significantly reduce the number of deficit 
cash flow periods over time, but improve financial position by 
reducing the severity of the deficits and by redistributing them so 
that fewer deficit periods are observed consecutively. This helps 
the cattle feeder maintain a lower debt load and this reduces the 
probability 0 f business failure (p. 38). 
Objectives 
The overall objective of this study is to make a contribution to the 
continuous effort by agricultural economists of providing better information on 
which those involved in agriculture may base decisions. 
The specific objectives of this study are to: 
1. Analyze the impact of selected hedging strategies used by cattle 
feeders on lender risk. 
2. Develop a method to quantitatively measure any risk differential that 
may exist among loans due solely to the use of hedging. 
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CHAPTEH II 
EXAMINATION OF SELECTED HEDGING STRATEGIES 
Procedure and Assumptions 
To analyze the impacts of hedging by cattle feeders on lender risk, a 
computerized simulation model was developed to provide estimates of net 
returns per head of cattle fed under selected marketing strategies. Since no two 
feedlot operations are identical, the simulation model utilized in this study was 
designed to be as typical as possible of actual feeding operations in Northwestern 
Oklahoma. The hedging strategies examined in the simulation are not presented 
as recommendations of optimal strategies, but were selected for use in this study 
because the strategies were felt to be representative of the many hedging 
strategies presently beiug employed. However, hedging strategies using 
exclusively the live cattle futures contract only were included. No hedging 
strategies were considered that included the use of hedged inputs. 
The simulation period covered 239 feeding periods of 150 days each 
beginning the first Monday in January, J D76 'and ~~nding in Deeember, 1980. 
Cattle were assumed to be placed on feed at the beginning of each week 
beginning· in January~ 19'!6 and conctuding·. with a fii~al feeding period of July 8, 
1980 to December 25, 1980. If markets were closed qn the day a feeding period 
was to begin, the next day the market opened was us~d in the simulation. If the 
markets were closed on the final day of a feeding period, the nearest previous 
trading day was utilized. 
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For purposes of the simulation it was assumed that the cattle feeder does 
not own any feeding facilities, but hires the services of a custom feedlot. It was 
also assumed that all finished cattle met the Chicago Mercantile Exchange 
futures contract specifications for par market delivery of live cattle. Even 
though the finished steers were assumed to meet contract specifications, no 
deliveries against any futures contracts were considered. 
Cattle were assumed to have been hedged, left unhedged, or not placed on 
feed according to signals specified under each strategy examined. When cattle 
were hedged, the closest futures delivery month after the expected marketing 
date of the finished cattle was the month in which hedging was considered to 
have been executed. The simulation allowed for hedging in the contract months 
of February, April, June, August, October, and December. 
Under all strategies examined, settlement prices on the futures mat•ket 
were used. If a limit move occurred on the day a futures transaction was to have 
taken place, the next day a limit move was not experienced was the day the. 
simulated transaction was considered to have occurred. Margin deposits for 
trading the live cattle contract on the Chieago Niet·cantile Exchange were 
assumed to be $1,250 pet· 40,000 pound contract. 
Production assumptions fot• the simulation are shown in Table 1. The 
mm·keting· weight of 1.,070 pounds was thP [)ay weight assumed given a 4 per cent 
shrink. A one percent death loss was ussumeo few the cattle placed on feed 
during. the 150 day feeding per-iod. 
' 
Actual price data were used in thf~ simulation. Futures market prices 
used were daily settlement prices for the ·uve cattle contract traded on the 
Chicago Mercantile Exchange. Cash pl"ices used for Choice 600-700 pound 




PRODUCTION ASSUMP'l'IONS FOR SIMULATION 
Placement Weight 650 lbs. 
Marketing Weight 1070 lbs. 
Time on Feed 150 days 
Total Gain 420 lbs. 
Average DaiJy Gain 2.8 lbs. 
Feed Conversion Rate 9.4 
-----------
pound slaughter steers in Guymon, Oklahoma were weekly averages calculated 
from the Weekly Livestock Report, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. 
Calculation of Costs and Net Returns 
The costs and net returns generated by the simulation model were 
intended to be as typical as possible during the test period with one exception, 
the calculation of interest on margin funds used for hedging. The method used to 
calculate interest on margin funds in the simulation is presently being employed, 
but is not typical of the time period. It was utilized }1ere because it was felt 
that as hedging becomes mor·e widely used oo will this method of calculating 
interest on margin funds. The pr·ocE:'dure will be fully explained later in this 
section. 
The single major cost in cattle feeding is the cost of the feeder steer. It 
was assumed that feeder steers were purchased at a weight of 650 pounds in 
Oklahoma City and then shipped to the Guymon, Oklahoma area. Total feeder 
cattle cost is simply the placement weight times the purchase price per pound. 
The second most major cost in cattle feeding is the cost of feed. Feed 
costs in this simulation were compiled from information gathered by Livestock 
Business Advisory Services, Inc., on a weekly basis during the test period from 
cattle feeders located in the relevant area. The costs are averages and some 
feeders would find the costs used either· too hig·h m· low relative to their own 
experience. The feed costs obtained were adjusted fo~· the specifir. production 
I I I I I 
assumptions prE~sented earlier to arrive at typical feeding costs per head during 
each indiyidual feeding period. The feed r·atton. used during the feeding period 
! 
included milo, corn, silage, hay, protein supplement and molasses. 
A yardage and handliug cost used in the simulation was also obtained 
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through Livestock Business Advisory Services, Inc.. This cost, calculated per 
head for each feeding period, included charges for transportation of the feeder 
steer to the feedlot, com missions, feed handling and management, vet medicine 
and sick pen charges. 
As stated earlier a death loss of one percent was assumed. The death loss 
charge per head was calculated as 1.5 percent of the cost of the feeder steer. 
Commissions charged for futures transactions were calculated at $60.00 
per round turn for the live cattle contract traded on the Chicago Mercantile 
Exchange. On a per head basis, the commission cost was charged at $1.61 per 
round turn. 
Interest charges on feeding capital were computed on a per head basis for 
the 150 day feeding period using annual interest rates reported by the U.S.D.A in 
their Great Plains Custom cattle feeding estimates of expenses and net 
margins. Interest charges wer-e calculated by multiplying the current interest 
rate by the cost of the feeder steer and one half of the feed cost per head. This 
method of charging interest is assumed to include the opportunity cost of capital 
for the cattle feeder. Therefore, the percent equity provided by the feeder did 
not affect the net returns reported in this study. AU net returns wet·e considered 
as economic profits. This assumes that the opportunity rate of interest was 
equal to the rate of intere:~t chaq~ed the eattle feeder by the creditor. 
The interest charges on margin funds for hedging were eomputed on a 
daily basis {juring each f<:!eding period aild for each different heclging strategy. 
The existence of an agreement between the feeder, the lender, and the 
commodity broker· was assumed that called for the lender to meet all margin 
calls and for the commodity broker to transfer excess funds dkectly to the 
lender on a daily basis. Interest charges on margin funds were then computed 
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daily only on the outstanding balance of borrowed funds. During downtrending 
markets it was possible in some cases to reduce the amount of capital borrowed 
because of the transfer of excess funds from the commodity account. During 
uptrending markets, thi'3 method accurately emphasized the effect of additional 
interest charges due to rising margin fund demands on net returns. The interest 
rate used in these calculations was the sa me as previously mentioned. 
Net returns pel' head genera ted by the cattle feeding activity in the 












NH. = 10.7 PLCt -- (6.5 PFCt:-k + CF + YH + DL 
+ IFC) - CE j: Ml .1:. FPLH 
= net retur·ns per head; 
=price finished cattle are marketed at per hundredweight on 
date t; 
=date fat cattle are marketed; 
=price of feeder cattle per hundredweight first day of 
feeding period; 
= length of feeding period (150 days); 
=cost of feed per head during feeding period; 
=yardage and handling cost dur;-ing· feeding period per head; 
::: death loss chargE-) pel' head; 
= intetest on feeding eapital per head during r(~eder period; 
=commission expense per head if hedging is executed; 
= interest on margin fumjs if hedging is executed; 
= futures profit or loss.per head if hedging is executed. 
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Selected Hedging Strategies: Description and 
Simulation Results 
Two basic types of hedging strategies have been identified, forward 
pricing and multiple hedging. Under a forward pricing strategy cattle are hedged 
only once during the feeding period and the hedge, once in place, is not lifted 
until the cattle are marketed. Multiple hedging strategies on the other hand 
involve placing and lifting hedges as often as required on the same cattle during 
the feeding period. With multiple hedging a cattle feeder hedges cattle when 
there is reason to believe prices will fall and either remains unhedged or lifts 
hedges when there is reason to believe prices will rise. Under either strategy 
only short positions are taken on live cattle futures contracts and the number of 
contracts shorted must never exceed the number of contracts necessary to cover 
the number of cattle presently on feed or marketing intentions. 
Both of the above mentioned types of hedging were considered in the 
simulation. As mentioned earlier the strategies examined _are not 
recommendations of optimal strategies, but were selected to be representative 
of strategies presently employed. Twenty-eight different strategies were 
examined in the simulation. Some of the strategies vary only slightly from each 
other or are distinct only because of the assumptions made about whether the 
cattle feeder is a continuous feeder or a selective feeder. 
For the purpose of this study a continuous feeder was defined as a feeder 
who places cattle on feed in each of the 239 feeding periods examined regardless 
of whether it appears to be a profitable investment or not. A selective feeder 
was defined as a feeder who places cattle on feed only when it is believed to be 
profitable based on criteria to be explained later in this chapter. 
As a basis for comparison, a "no hedge" strategy was simulated under both 
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the continuous feeding assumption and the selective feeding assumption. 
A description of each strategy examined under the two different 
assumptions follows. Then, the results under both assumptions are summarized 
at the end of this chapter. 
Continuous Feeding 
Under the continuous feeding assumption, it was assumed that the cattle 
feeder places cattle on feed in each of the 239 feeding periods examined. This 
type of strategy might be followed par·ticula.rly by a feeder who owns feedlot 
facilities and finds it to his advantage to continue feeding even when total costs 
are not covered, but at least some contribution is made to fixed costs. However, 
in this simulation it is assumed that no feedlot facilities are owned. In the case 
of a feeder who does not own his own feeding facilities all costs are variable and 
it would make little sense to place cattle on feed at the start of each period 
unless a positive return is expected. Therefore, under this assumption it was 
assumed that a positive return was expected each time. 
Strategy I- No Hedge (NH). In the simulation, no hedging was performed 
under the first strategy. It was designed to allow complete exposure to price 
risk. Cattle are assumed to have been sold at the end of each feeding period at 
prevailing cash prices. The r·esults of this strategy were used as a basis of 
comparison for the other strategh~s and as an Hiustratibn of the effects of 
complete exposure to price risk. 
Str~tegy lA - No Hedge witl~ ~!2.JLl.oss.....!!.2.visioQ (NH-SL). This strategy 
' ' 
is identical to the previous strategy described with one addition. Some lenders 
who make adjustments for hedging in their loan requirements also place 
stipulations upon their clients hedging activities. Even though under Strategy IA 
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a feeder has no plans to hedge, a creditor could place stipulations upon a feeder 
that includes hedging as a prerequisite to obtaining a loan. One such stipulation 
presently in use is that should a feeder lose a specified percent of his/her equity 
during the feeding period, based on estimated costs and the present futures price 
in the relevant month, that feeder must hedge his/her cattle at once and usually 
leave them hedged until they are marketed. This, in effect, is a stop loss on the 
cattle being fed. Of course, basis risk would still be present, but price level risk 
would be eliminated. The idea is to protect the lender by not allowing the 
borrower to lose more than his equity, i.e. neve1· lose any of the borrowed 
funds. Conceptually, this type of stipulation placed on the borrower will 
decrease the lender's risk of repayment problems or default. 
In this simulation, one variation of the stop loss programs was combined 
with each strategy to analyze the effects of this stop loss strategy on risk faced 
by both the lender and the cattle feeder. Stop loss orders were assumed to be 
resting in the futures market in the proper amount whenever the feeder was 
unhedged at 10 percent under the estimated breakeven price, plus $1.25 per 
hundredweight~ The $1.25 per hundredweight was the basis estimate used in this 
simulation for Guymon, Oklahoma and was derived from a study of historical 
I 
basis relationships. No loans were made and no cattle were placed on feed if on . ' 
the day cattle were to be placed the stop loss price was above the relevant 
futures price. This occurred in 27 out of 2:39 instances •. 
Sb·ateS'I IT ..:J-Iedg:e af!_d ~ (!I &:...l:Q. Under this strategy hedges were 
placed the first day of each feeding period ~nd not lifted until the cattle were 
marketed. Hedging was performed regardless of price or profit expectations. 
Strategy HA- H~e and Hold with Stoe Loss Provision (H &: H- SL). This 
strategy included the addition of the stop loss provision to Strategy II. 
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Therefore, the only difference in the results genet·ated under Strategy II versus 
Strategy IIA occurred when the cattle were not placed on feed because the stop 
loss price was already greater than the relevant futm·es price. 
Strategy Ill - Hedge and Hold Using Entry Rules Based on Moving 
,Averages (H & H - MA). This strategy utilized a moving average technique to 
identify the proper time to place a forward price hedge. Hedging was performed 
only once during a feeding period or not at all. The moving averages used in this 
strategy (and in all other strategies presented in this simulation using moving 
averages) were optimized for the live cattle futures contract by Shields (1980). 
Those averages wet•e a 1-3-5 day combination with the 5 day average being 
linearly weighted. A .09 cent penetration was also required. This strategy 
specified that cattle be hedged the first day of the feeding period if the last 
signal generated by the moving average technique was to sell, rather than 
waiting for the next sell signal. 
Strategy J!IA - Hedge an~. Hold Using Entry Rules Based on Moving 
-~ verages With Stop Loss Provision (H & H - MA - SL). This strategy was 
identical to the previous strategy presented with one exception, the addition of 
the stop loss provision. A difference in the results between this strategy and 
Strategy Ill occurred when the stop loss price was reached prior to the time a 
sell signal was generated by the moving average technique or when no cattle 
were placed on feed be~imse at the beginqing of the feeding period the stop loss 
price was greater than the relevant futures price. 
§!rategy !V- Hegge_ and HoJ!L!!iJ~reakeV£f!.·or Better(H. &: H- BE). Under 
this strategy cattle remained unbedged unless. the futures market offered the 
opportunity to hedge the cattle on feed at breakeven or better. It was assumed 
that if on the first, day of the feeding period breakeven or better could be 
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hedged, the cattle were hedged. However, if the cattle could not be hedged at a 
breakeven price or better on the first day, then an open order to sell at the 
estimated breakeven price was placed and the moment that price was achieved, 
the cattle were hedged. Of course, there was the possibility that the breakeven 
price would never be obtained during the feeding period. In that case, the cattle 
were simply &>ld at prevailing cash market prices at the end of the feeding 
period. 
The breakeven price used in this simulation was calculated as follows: 
BFP = ETPC + CE + ElM + BE 
where, 
BFP =the breakeven futures price; 
ETPC =estimated total production cost per pound; 
CE = commission expense per pound ($60.00/40,000); 
ElM = estimated interest expense on margin funds per pound ($1,250.00 x 
current interest rate for 90 days/40,000); 
BE= basi..~ estimate ($0.0125) 
Under this strategy, hedges were placed 216 times out of 239, i.e. about 
90 percent of the time. Of those hedges placed, 137 were placed in the first 
month of the feeding period and 74 were placed on the firstday. 
StrategylVA - Hedg_~ an£_Hol<.Lat Br.eakeven or_Bett~- with StoQ Loss 
ProvJ~. (H & H - BE - SL)~ . This stra~egy adds the stop loss provision to 
Strategy IV. The results under this strat~gy versus Strategy IV differed 
1 I , , 
whenever the stop loss provisim1 was enforced prior to' a break even price being 
reached or whenever the stop loss provision was enforced and no breakeven 
hedge could have been pJaced during the feeding pel·iod. In addition, the results 
differed when no cattle were placed· on feed because the stop lo.ss price was 
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above the relevant futures price on the day the cattle were to be placed. 
Strategy V - Hedge and Hold at $2.00/cwt. Profit or Better (H & H -
$2). This strategy was identical to Strategy IV except that instead of attempting 
to hedge in a breakeven price, hedges were placed only if a breakeven price plus 
$2.00 per hundredweight could be obtained. If that amount of profit could not be 
hedged then the cattle were sold at the end of the feeding period at prevailing 
cash prices. 
Under this strategy hedges were placed 1'13 times out of 239, i.e. about 72 
percent of the time. Of those hedges placed, 90 were placed in the first month 
of the feeding period and 39 were placed on the first day. 
Strategy VA - Hedge and Hold at $2.00/cwt. Profit or Better with Stop 
Loss Provision (H &: H - $2 - SL). Strategy VA was the same as the previous 
strategy with one exception, the addition of the stop loss provision. The results 
from this strategy differed from Strategy V whenever the stop loss was executed 
prior to a breakeven price plus $2.00 per hundredweight being reached or 
whenever the stop loss was executed and no hedge at a breakeven price plus 
$2.00 per hundredweight could have been placed during the feeding period. Also, 
the results differed when no cattle were placed on feed because the stop loss 
price was above the relevant futures price on . the day the cat tie were to be 
placed. 
This strategy used the moving ... 
average technique described in Strategy m to. produce objective buy and sell 
signals for multiple hedging. Hedges were placed and Ufted according to signals 
generated by the moving average program' during the entire feeding period. No 
hedges w~re placed or one or more hedges were placed on the same cattl~ during 
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a feeding period. If a hedge was in place when the cattle were marketed, the 
futures position was offset at that time. Under this strategy it was assumed that 
hedges were placed the first day cattle were placed if the last previous signal 
given by the moving average technique was to sell. AIJ commission charges and 
interest on margin funds were accounted for in this strategy as well as the others 
included in this simulation. 
Strategy VIA Multiple Hedging Based O_!! Moving Average Technique 
Honoring Previous Signals with Sto~ Loss Proyj§ion (MH - MA - PS - SL). This 
strategy added the stop loss provision to Strategy VI. When using a multiple 
hedging strategy, stop loss prices must be refigured every time a hedge is 
lifted. If profits as a result of the recently lifted hedge are taken in the futures 
market then a new lower stop loss price must be set that allows only the preset 
percent of equity to be lost. If losses are taken in the futures market, then a 
new higher stop loss price must be set to prevent total losses from being greater 
than desired. Results under strategy VIA differed from the results of Strategy VI 
whenever the stop loss provision was enforced. 
In this simulation the stop loss prices were calculated and recalculated in 
the following manner: 
where, 
SLFP = E'T'PC- .10 (ETPC) +BE- FP + FL 
. '' . 
SLF'P = the stop loss futures price; 
ETPC =estimated total production cos~ per pound; 
BE =basis estimate ($.0.01,25.); 
FP = futures profit per pounq accounting for interest on margin 
funds and commissions; 
FL = futures lossper pound ac~ounting fot inter~st on margin funds 
and commissions. · 
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Strategy Vll- Multiple Hedging Based on Moving Average Technique 
Honoring only New Signals (MH- MA- NS). This strategy was exactly the same 
as Strategy VI except that when cattle were placed on feed, hedges were not 
placed the first day even if the last signal genera ted by the moving average 
technique was to sell unless that sell signal was generated the previous day, 
which would dictate that a short position in the market be taken on the following 
day. 
Strategy VllA- Multiple Hedgir1g, Based on Moving Av:SJrage 'T'echnigu~ 
.tionoring only New Signals with Stop IJoss Provision (MH - MA - NS - SL). This 
strategy was identical to the previous strategy described with one exception 
which was the addition of the stop loss provision. Results under this strategy 
differed from the results of Strategy VII whenever the stop loss provision was 
executed. 
Selective Feeding 
Under the selective feeding assumption it was assumed that cattle were 
placed on feed only when profits were expected to be realized. Most studies that 
have examined hedging strategies for cattle feeding have assumed that cattle 
were fed on a regular basis regardless of the expected outcome. Of course, it is 
realized that some individuals are eternal optimists. However, it is doubtful that 
any experienced cattle. feeder WOJ,~ld ex~eet to make .fi P,rofi~. on every lot of 
<;attle if they were mechanically pli:tced on. feed eve~y Monday of the year. 
' ' ' ' L ' ' 
In order for cattle feeders to make a reasonable estimate of whether or 
not a pen of cattle placed on feed will make moQey, the ~ost of the. feeders and 
the feeding expenses need to be known or projected. Then, they must make an 
' ' 
estimate or forecast of what they believe their finished cattle will sell. for to 
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determine if it might be profitable to place cattle or not. 
Forecasting of cattle prices several months in advance is not an easy 
task. Outlook information is readily available from many sources to assist a 
feeder in his forecasting. But, which forecast is to be used? 
Just and Rausser (1981) compared the accuracy of four major commercial 
price forecasters and the U.S.D.A against the price-forecasts developed from 
futures prices. They found that futures prices perform relatively better on 
average although not universaUy so. In the case of live cattle, the use of futures 
prices ranked fifth out of six. The U.S.D.A forecast for cattle ranked sixth. 
Even though futures prices are not forecasts, they are readily available on 
a daily basis at a low cost and they represent actual bids fot• cattle to be 
delivered at a future date. Of course, assumptions must be made concerning 
quality differences, location, basis, etc. to estimate a localized price for a given 
cattle feeder. However, these adjustments may be readily made based on 
historical relationships for a specific area. 
In this simulation, futures market prices, adjusted for the local basis, 
were used as the cattle feeder's price expectation. On the first day of each 239 
feeding periods examined a projected net return was calculated using the 
relevant adjusted futures settlement price for that day. Expected total costs 
were calcuJ.a;ted per head assuming no ·hedgin~ was performed and then 
subtracted from the basis adjusted futures value per head,to obtain a projected 
net return, All production assumpt~ons and c.ost Cl;llculatiofl.s presented earliet• 
are identical to those us.ed in obtaining the pr·ojecNons 9f net returns. 
' ' 
The net return projections are shown graphically in Figure 2. The average 
of the projected 1·eturns was a negativ~ $18.25 per head and the standard 
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Figure 2. -mustration of Projected Net Returns for each Simulated Feeding Period. 
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projected profitable feeding periods was 80 of 239 which is about 33 percent 
compared to 103 actual profitable feeding periods as simulated in this study 
under the "No Hedge" strategy, i.e. Strategy I under the continuous feeding 
assumption. Of the 80 projected profitable feeding periods, 32 actually turned 
out to be profitable on the basis of the results of Strategy I- (NH) under the 
continuous feeding assumption. The average projected return of the 80 projected 
profitable feeding periods was $21.79 per head. The standard deviation of the 
projected profitable returns about the mean was $12.66 and the range was from 
$0.19 to $49.58 per head. 
All of the strategies examined under the selective feeding assumption 
were identical to the strategies examined under the continuous feeding 
assumption. The difference in overall results occur because cattle under the 
selective feeding assumption were placed on feed only when it appeared 
profitable based on the projected return. Since the projected return predicted 
profits on only 80 out of the 239 feeding periods, cattle were assumed to be 
placed only 80 times over the testing period. 
In order to avoid repetition, the strategies will not be described again in 
this section, but will be numbered in the same manner as under the continuous 
feeding assumption for ease of compar:ison. 
Summary of Results 
A summaL'Y of the results from each selected marketing strategy under 
both the continuous and selective feeding as..'"lumptions. is .presented in Tables n 
and III, respectfully. The sh·ategy yielding the highe~t average net return under 
both the continuous and selective feeding assumptions over the time period 
examined was Strategy V- (H &: H -, $2} under the selective feeding assumption. 
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TABLE IT 
SUMMARY OF SIMULATION RESULTS FOR EACH SELECTED STRATEGY UNDER THE 
CONTINUOUS FEEDING ASSUMPTION 
Number 
Average Net Lowest Net Highest Net Standard Deviation of 
Marketing· Retum Per Retum Return Of Net Feeding 
Strategy Head Experienced Experienced Returns Periods 
1- (NH} -2.03 -194.57 189.26 83.47 239 
. lA - (NH - SL} -18.21 -118.39 i8!1.26 68.47 212 
U-(R & H) -21.62 -ut..to 11.93 40.80 239 
UA-CH&H-SL) -13.90 - 88.8it '11.93 38.04 212 
m-(H & H- MA) -12.66 -135.14 157.85 50.23 239 
mA - (H & H - MA - sL) · -7.15 -112.89 157.85 45.83 212 
IV - CH & H - BE} -0.51 -122.09 78.10 33.05 239 
IV A - (B &: H - BE - Sh) -7.58 -112.89 76.10 40.63 212 
V- (H &: H- $2) 4.52 -194.!7 97.98 43.13 239 
VA :.. {P. & H - $2 - St.) -8.31 -118.39 97.99 49.o6 212 
VI - {MH - MA - PSI 4.34 -182.65 157.97 54.95 239 
. VIA - (MH- MA- PS- SL} 0.87 -111.92 157 .!Yl 59.74 212 
t VJi .- (MH - MA - NS) . 5.08 -182.65 157.97 54.33 239 






















SUMMARY OF SIMULATION RESULTS FOR EACH SELECTED STRATEGY UNDER THE 
SELECTIVE FEEDING ASSUMPTION 
Number 
Average Net Lowest Net Highest Net Standard Deviation or 
Marketing Return Per Return Retum . or Net Feeding 
Strategy Head Experienced Experienced Returns Periods 
I- (NH) -0.43 -i01.33 189.28 53.02 80 
iA -('NR- SL) -8.34 -7 •• 62 189.28 55.76 10 
D -(H .t H) 20.10 -41.81 71.93 23.45 It 
DA-(H&H-SL} 20.10 -41.61 11.93 23.45 80 
m - (H &: H - MA) 17.70 -50.84 75.51 24.81 80 
InA .. {H &: H - MA - SL) 17.'10 -50.84 75.56 24.81 80 
1V- (H &: H - BEl 18.48 -51.45 68.72 U.07 80 
~IV A- (R & H - BE - SL} 18;46 -51.45 68.72 22.07 80 
V-(H & H- $2) 22.42 -101.33 68.72 24.23 80 
VA- (H &: H- $2- SU 20.93 -70.3~ 68.72 25.77 80 
VI - (MH - MA - PS) 15.53 -11.10 133.22 39.19 80 
. VIA- (MH- MA -·Ps- SL} 14.35 -94.!!4 133.22 u.sa 80 
VIZ- (!WH - MA- NS) 12.04 -71.10 133.22 39.20 80 





















Strategy V under the selective feeding assumption produced an average net 
return of $22.42 per head. Under Strategy V, hedges were placed only if a 
$2.00/cwt. profit or better could be obtained. Once the hedge was placed it was 
not lifted until the cattle were sold. Strategy V undet• the continuous feeding 
assumption produced an average net return of $4.52 per head, which was the next 
to the highest average net return under the continuous feeding assumption. 
The strategy producing the highest average net return under the 
continuous feeding assumption was Strategy vn - (MH - MA - NS) with an 
average net return of $5.08 per head. Strategy VII invoJved the placing and 
lifting of hedges relative to sig·nals generated by a moving average technique 
honoring only new signals versus a tr·ading signal previously generated prior to 
the day before cattle were placed on feed. In all cases, the average net return 
produced by each strategy under the selective feeding assumption was higher 
than the average net return produced by the same strategy under the continuous 
feeding assumption. 
The lowest net return of- $194.57 per head was experienced under the 
continuous feeding assumption. This compares with the lowest net return 
experienced under the selective feeding assumption of -$101.33 per head. Both 
of the lowest net returns under each feeding assur;nption were produced by both 
Strategy ·I - (NH) and Sb·ategy V - (H & H.- $2). The hi~hest net return under 
both the continuous and selective feeding assumptions was $189.26 and was 
produced under both assumptions by both Strategy I- (NH) and Strategy IA- (NH 
- SL);. Strategy I involved no hedging .while Strategy LA Involved no hedging 
unless projected losses at some point during the feeding period were equal to or 
greater than 10% of breakeven. Sti'ategy I under the continuous feeding 
assumption was the only strategy to · produce both the lowest and high.est net 
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return. In all cases, the lowest net return produced by each strategy was higher 
under the selective feeding assumption than the lowest net return produced by 
the same strategy under the continuous feeding assumption. At the same time, 
the highest net return produced by each strategy under the continuous feeding 
assumption was higher than the highest return produced by the same strategy 
under the selective feeding assumption with the exception of Strategies I- (NH), 
IA - (NH - SL), 11 - (H & H), and TIA - (H & H - SL). 
The worst average net return of -$21.62 per head was produced by 
Strategy n - (H & H) under the continuous feeding assumption. Strategy IT 
involved the placing of a hedge at the beginning of each feeding period and the 
lifting of that hedge as the cattle were marketed. This same strategy under the 
selective feeding assumption produced an average net return of $20.10 per 
head. The worst average net return of -$8.34 per head under the selective 
feeding assumption was produced by Strategy lA- (NH- SL). 
The stop loss provision, when utilized, improved average net returns from 
the identical strategy without the stop loss provision in only two out of fourteen 
cases considering the seven basic strategies under both the continuous and 
selective feeding assumptions. In three cases .the average net returns were 
identical while in the other nine cases the average net returns were worse. The 
stop loss provision limited toe lowest net retu~n experienced in nine of the cases 
while not limiting the highest net r,eturn experienced in any of the cases. The 
lowest net return pt•oduced by strategies with ~he stop. loss. provision was the 
same in· three cases as the.lpw~st net return produced by the same strategy 
without the stop loss provision whiJe in the remaining two cases the lowest net 
return produced by strategies with the stop loss provision was worse that that 
produced by the same strategy without the stop loss provision. 
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The strategy producing a distribution of returns about the average return 
for that strategy resulting in the largest standard deviation of net returns for 
any strategy under both the continuous and selective feeding assumptions was 
Strategy IA- (NH- SL). The strategies with the lowest standard deviation of net 
returns were Strategy IV- (H &: H- BE) under the continuous feeding assumption 
and Strategy IV and Strategy IVA- (H & H- BE- SL) under the selective feeding 
assumption. In all cases, the standard deviation of net returns for a strategy 
under the selective feeding assumption was less than the standard deviation for 
the same strategy under the continuous feeding assumption. The stop loss 
provision reduced the standard deviation of net returns for identical strategies 
without the stop loss provision in only two out of fourteen cases considering both 
the continuous and selective feeding assumptions. In three cases the stop loss 
provision did not alter the standm•d deviation of net returns while in the 
remaining nine cases the stop loss provision t·esulted in a higher standard 
deviation of net returns. 
Concerning the number of profitable feeding periods in relation to the 
number of feeding periods, Strategy V- (H &: H - $2), had the highest percent of 
profitable feeding periods of all strategies under both the continuous and 
selective feeding assumptions. Under the continuous feeding assumption, 
Strategy V was profitable 67% of the time while under the selective feeding 
assumption, Strategy V was profitable 8'1% of the. time. Stt·ategy IA - (NH- SL), 
under both the continuous and selective feeding assumptions, produced the 
smallest percent&ge of profitable feeding periods· at 30% under the continuous 
' ' 
feeding assumption, and 35% under the selective feeding assumption. In all 
cases, with the exception of Strategy I- (NH), the percent of profitable feeding 
periods was higher for each respective strategy under the selective feeding 
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assumption versus the continuous feeding assumption. 
The stop loss provision resulted in no change in the percent of profitable 
feeding periods in five cases out of fourteen considering the seven basic 
strategies under both the continuous and selective feeding assumptions. In six 
cases, the stop loss provision resulted in a lower percent of profitable feeding 
periods for the same strategy without the stop loss provision while in the 
remaining three cases the stop loss provision improved the percent of profitable 
feeding periods. 
Considering only those strategies without the stop loss provision and under 
the continuous feeding assumption, Strategy I- (NH), p1·oduced a better average 
net return than both Strategy II - {H & H) and Strategy m - (H & H - MA). 
However, all of the other hedging strategies without the stop loss provision under 
the continuous feeding assumption produced a better average net return than 
Strategy I. Under the selective feeding assumption, Strategy I produced the 
worst and only negative average net return of the strategies without the stop 
loss provision. Under both the continuous and selective feeding assumptions, 
Strategy I produced the highest net return for a single feeding period, produced 
the highest standard deviation of net returns, and tied with Strategy V- (H &: H -
$2) for the lowest net return generated for a single feeding period considering 
only those strategies without the s~op loss provision. 
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CHAPTER III 
COMPARATIVE RISK ANALYSIS OF SELECTED 
MARKETING STRATEGIES AND IIVIPLICATIONS 
FOR CATTLE FEEDERS AND LENDERS 
Theoretical Considers tions 
The concept of risk has been defined and measured in numerous ways over 
time. Risk, like many other words, often means something different to one 
person than it does to another. This is only appropriate. Various types of risk 
exist, and so there should be differences in definitions as well as measurements 
among the various types of risk. This is not to say there is not any discrepancy 
on how to measure one type of risk once there is agreement on a definition. 
However, much of the controversy on how to measure risk is usually due to a 
difference in interpretation of the concept. 'fhe noti.on that there exist one 
single measurement of risk for all situations is not valid. The use of any single 
definition or measure of risk exclusively must be recognized as a compromise. 
Before proceeoing any farther,, it seems appropriate to define what is 
· meant by tile term "I'isk" in .this study. A general definition of risk intuitively 
should include the possibility of a loSs •. If there is ~o chance of losing something 
then there is certainly.no risk. Considei'ing· t•isk and the cattle feeding business, 
the feeder and· the lender are concerned .about the risk. of losing money. 
Therefore, one might consider the definiti.on of risk as "exposure to loss". 
However, the study of economics dictates that investors should not only ~e 
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concerned about losing money, but also about not making as much money as 
could have been made with the same investment in the next best alternative. 
Therefore, in this study, the general definition of risk will be "exposure to 
economic loss". In the simulation, feeding periods were considered unprofitable 
when accounting profits were less than what could have been made if the next 
best alternative investment would have yielded an amount equal to the prevailing 
interest rate being charged the feeder. 
Regardless of the definition of risk used in different studies, many authors 
have utilized the mean-variance approach in measuring the riskiness of an 
activity. This approach measures the variabiHty of outcomes about the expected 
or average outcome. If two investments have the same average return, but one 
of the investments has returns that are more variable than the other, then it is 
considered to be more risky. This line of reasoning implies that "variability" is 
synonymous with "risk". If this were the case, then this study could have ended 
with the results presented in Chapter II. Standard deviations for each marketing 
strategy could have been compared and relative measurements of risk 
determined. 
However, measurements of variabi1ity do not directly consider the chance 
of experiencing a loss. Probability distributions can be obtained using these 
measm·ements and the chance of a loss under each strategy compared, but to do 
::lo, 011e must assume .that all of the distributions a.re normally distributed or at . . . 
least symmetrical. This is not a satisfa·ctory assumption. 
Several hedg:it~g strategies by their· desirrry .skew the distribution of 
returns.. For example, most multiple hedging sh~ategies produce a positively 
sl<:ewed distribution when working properly. Net ret.urns in the simulation from 
eight of the fourteen marketing strategies under . the continuous feeding 
assumption were found to be skewed at the .05 significance level. 
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Another major fault of the mean-variance approach is that the 
calculations required treat all extreme returns equally. If the average return of 
a series of returns is equal to $2.00, a return of $100.00 has the same impact as a 
retum of negative $96.00 in the mean-variance approach. A reduction in either 
the $100.00 profit or the $96.00 loss will reduce the variability of returns and 
implicitly the risk. 
Since the commonly used measurements of variance and standard 
deviation do not consider skewness and because equally extreme profits and 
losses are treated with the same disrespect, another measurement of risk will be 
used in this study; semi- variance. 
The Semi-Variance Method of Risk Measurement 
In his book on portfolio selection, Markowitz (1959) describes the use of 
semi-variance to measure risk. He compares the use of the semi-variance 
method to the variance method on the basis of cost, convenience, familiarity, 
and desirability, then states, "Variance is superior with respect to cost, 
convenience, and familiarity" (p. 193). Markowitz found that the semi-variance 
approach however tended to produce better portfolios than those based on the 
variance approach. Analyses based on variance seek to eliminate all extremes 
while analyses based on semi-variance of the mean concentrate on reducing 
losses. 
For the readet•s convenience the following is an excerpt from Markowitz's 
book explaining semi-variance: 
By definition, 
r = [: if r is gre.a ter than zero. if r is equal to or less than zero, 
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· For example, 












S0 is defined to be the mean value of (r}2• If r is a random variable or a future 
event subject to probability beliefs, then 
S0 = expt {r -)2• 
If r is the past return on a portfolio, S0 is the average (r-)2• If r takes on the 
values .1, .5, -.4, 0, and -.1, as in the above example, · 
so = (-.4)2 + (-.1)2 = .17 = .034. 
5 5 
By definition, 
:: Cr - b) if (r - b) is less than or equal. to zero; 
0 if (r - b) is greater than zero. 
For example, with b = .2, 












~ is the mean value ~f .ffi - b)J. 2• If' r takes on the values of the above 
example, then · · 




= • 10. 
I f b = 0 , . S b ~ s the sa me a s S 0 ·de f i ned p r e v i o u s l y • 
SE is the mean value of ~r- Erj2, where E is th~~ meanvalue of r. 
In the example above, E = .02; hence 






As can be seen from the above excerpt, semi-variance can be measured 
from any specified point. If one wished to compare two investments on the basis 
of the risk of loss, 80 would be used. If one wished to compare two investments 
with equal average returns on the risk that the actual return will be something 
less than average, one would use SE. And, if one wished to compare the relative 
risk between two investments of experiencing a return less than some level "b", 
one would use Sb. 
In the examples given by Markowitz, "rn is the past return on a portfolio. 
In this study "r" will be a past return from cattle feeding. "b" is simply any 
specified point from which one might wish to measure risk. If "b" equals zero, 
then Sb is the same as S0 • If nb" equtds the mean value of "r", then Sb equals 
SE. By being able to specify the point from which risk will be measured, the risk 
of receiving returns lower than some level "b" may be derived without having to 
worry about the shape of the distribution of returns. Therefore, as one's 
willingness and ability to bear risk changes, the level of "b" from which risk is . 
measured may be altered. 
The semi-variance method is not just the probability of an outcome being 
less than a specified point. If the probability of an outcome being less than a 
specified point is desired, then a distribution of returns derived from past 
observations could be assembled and~ assuming this distribution to be 
representative of the particular activity, one could simply count the number of 
I 
observations below the specified point and divide. by the, total observations to 
obtain the prtobability of an outcome below the·specified point. Semi-varial)ce 
' i· ' . ' 
does consider the frequency of an event by dividing by the tot~l number , of 
I ' 
observations rather than just the observations below a specified point, however; 
semi-variance aloo weights extreme values below the specified point· heavier 
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than those values closer to the specified point by the squaring operation 
performed during the calculations. Whether this particular weighting is 
appropriate or not is debatable. However, it seems logical that some type of 
weighting should be used because a small loss is preferred to a large loss. 
Any measurement of risk should take into consideration both the 
frequency and the magnitude of potential losses. The semi-variance approach of 
measuring risk fulfills the above requirement. 
The Semi-Variance Approach Applied to the 
Selected Marketing Strutegies 
Risk of loan loss is a function of many factors including the purpose of a 
loan, collateral secured, borrowers financial position, managerial ability, and 
moral responsibility of the borrower to repay. When analyzing the impacts of 
hedging by a cattle feeder on lender risk it must be recognized that we are only 
dea1ing with one component of the risk of loan loss. The objective is to identify 
the difference in total risk due to changes in one component. This is usually 
done by holding all of the other components constant, but in this case that would 
be a difficult task considering the components that mal(e up the risk of loan 
loss. No two borrowers are exactly alike. Each must be evaluated separately. 
Also the willingness and ability of each lender to bear t•isk is different. This 
affects the geneml len.:}ing policies of each <~reditor. Therefore, it would not be 
practical to assume a typical borl'ower or lender for this am1lysis. Earlier in this 
study when the simulation mode] was pres~.:mted, a typical feeding operation was 
assumed, but this did not affect the relative results of the marketing 
strategies. Adjustments could be made. for better or worse operations and the 
relative results would remain consta~t. Howevet·, it would be difficult, if not 
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impossible to quantitatively identify all of the dimensions involved with respect 
to a particular loan. Therefore, this study will not attempt to determine what 
interest rate or margin requirements should be placed on different loans. What 
is attempted is to provide lenders with an idea of the risk differentiation among 
loans when their borrowers hedge versus when they do not hedge. This will be 
done by identifying the difference in margin requirements necessary to equalize 
lender risk given each of the selected ma1·keting strategies. 
It is assumed that margin requit·ements or the amount of equity a 
borrower is required to invest is a function of the total risk faced by the cattle 
feeder as perceived by the lender. Production risk and marketing risk were 
described earlier as the two types of I"isk that make up a feeder's total risk. If 
both of these risks were not present, the outcome of a feeding operation would 
be known in advance and therefore no margin would need to be required as a 
stipulation for making a loan. It is possible that interest rates for this type of 
investment would also fall. However, that assumption is not made here. 
Therefore, complete adjustment to differences in lender risk can be made with 
adjustments in margin requirements. 
'fhe semi-variance method "Sb" of measuring relative risk has been 
applied to the results generated in the simulation model for each marketing 
strategy at various levels of "b". In~tead of "b" representing a single number, as 
in the example given earlier,~ "b" is equal. to a given negative percent of total 
exp·ected costs for each feeding pel'iod. 1I'he results of th.ese ealeulations rendet• 
th~ relative risk of receiving a loss greater than the specified percentage level. 
Since the returns generated by the ·simulation model only 1•efiect 
differences in returns due to price risk, the semi-variance method was applied 
under two assumptions. The first is where price l'isk and production risk are 
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equal. The second is where production risk is one half price risk, i.e. total risk is 
two-thirds price risk and one-third production risk. The square root of the 
results of these calculations or semi-standard deviations are shown in Tables IV-
vn. Where no numbers are shown, the relative risk was too small to be 
measured. In all of the strategies examined over the stated time period no 
measurements of relative risk were produced by the semi-variance method 
beyond 24 percent. 
When a lender specifies the margin requirements for a loan, the amount of 
risk on that loan has been determined. Of com·se, the risk a lender is actually 
bearing is not always equalized between borrowers by adjusting margin 
requirements, but for the moment let us assume this is the case and that should 
losses amount to more than the equity requirement, loan loss due either to 
repayment problems or default on all or part of the loan occurs. 
By making the above assumptions~ comparisons can be made of the 
measurements of relative risk provided by the semi-variance method at various 
levels of equity requirements. Once the decision on equity requirement has been 
made for a cattle feeder, assuming no hedg'ing will be performed, one can 
compare the numerical value generated by the semi-variance method at the 
required level of equity to the numerical values generated from results using 
alternative marketing strategies. By equalizing the numerical values of relative 
risk betwee11 strategte~, the risk differential in terms of equity requirements can 
be determined. Since the tables iOHly show the a mount· of relatlve risk at one 
percent intervals, equal values may not be found in. the tables. In that case one 
simply determines the percent levels of the marketing strategy to be compared 
between which the numerical value of relative risk for the required equity 
margin falls and accept the higher percent level. This would assure that no more 
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TABLE IV 
RESULTS OF THE SEMI-VARIANC:f; METHOD APPLIED TO THE SELECTED MARKETING 




lA- (NH- SL) 
0- (H &: H) 
DA - (H at H - SL) 
10- (H at H - MA) 
IDA - (H at H - MA - SL) 
IV- (H &: H- BE) 
IVA - (H &: H- BE- SL) 
V- (HatH- $2) 
VA- (H &: H- $2- SL) 
VI- (MH- MA - PS) 
VIA- (MH- MA- PS- SL) 
YO - (MH - MA - NS) 
VIlA - (MH - MA - NS - SL) 
AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL EXPECTED COSTS FOR EACH fEEDING 
PERIOD, UNDER THE CONTINUOUS FEEDING ASSUMPTION 
WHEN PRICE RISK EQUALS PRODUCTION RISK 
'if~ MARGIN REQUIREMENT 
1~ 2~ 3~ ·~ 5% ~~ 'I~ 8~ 9~ 10% 
53.32 48.30 43.51 31.15 35.03 JUT 27.81 24.77 21.93 19.311 
57.94 52.30 48 ... U.67 38.72 l2.01 27.H 23.75 20.12 16.96 
53.85 48.45 n.n 38.80 34.17 30.U 28.48 u.u 20.18 17.48 
53.80 48.40 n.u 38.t7 33.51 all. 70 26.11 n.11 19.U 17.01 
53.711 48.t7 43.67 31.7'1 3UI 30.31 28.78 23.51 20.51 17.89 
48.011 U.116 38.13 33.60 211.U 25.8C 22.211 111.36 11.18 14.53 
u.u 38.75 35.85 31.87 21.31 25.U 12.31 19.10 17.37 15.25 
48.49 fJ.67 39.11 34.71 30.71 26.11 23.50 20.Jll 11.U 14.91 
48.117 U.57 4o.u 36.51 32.88 211.54 26.49 23.68 21.09 18.76 
51.98 46.98 42.15 37.53 33.U 29.05 25.26 21.75 11.5"1 15.17 
U.98 U.04 39.31 35.08 31.08 27.48 24.27 21.38 11.111 16.55 
49.98 45.04 40.06 35,45 :u.u 37.08 23.39 19.119 16.89 u.:u 
48.35 43.48 38.88 34.61 30.70 37.17 24.01 u.u 18.66 18.46 





















lA- (NH- SL) 
U- (H & H) 
DA - (H & H - SL) 
IU- (H & H- MA) 
ill A- (H & H - MA - SL) 
IV - (H & H - BE) 
IVA - (H & H - BE - 5'L) 
V- (H & H- $2) 
VA - (H & H - $2 - SL) 
VI - (MH - MA - PS) 
VIA- (MH- MA- PS- SL) 
VU- (MH - MA - NS) 































TABLE IV (continued) 
%MARGIN REQUIREMENT 
18% 17% 18% 19% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 
8;75 7.39 6.11 4.88 3.74 2.77 1.90 1.04 0.28 
8.22 5.2~ 
8.46 5.29 4.32 
5.95 4.83 
6.82 5.57 4.50 3.51 2.65 
6.94 5.89 4.89 3.93 3.04 2.28 1.58 0.90 0.28 
8.67 7.34 8.08 4.87 3.74 2.77 1.90 1.04 0.28 
6.19 
7.11 5.98 4.93 3.91 2.96 2.12 1.37 
4.90 4.15 3.47 2.79 2.17 1.70 1.26 
7.11 5.98 4.93 3.91 2.96 2.12 1.37 
4.90 4.15 3.47 2.79 2.17 1.70 1.26 




RESULTS OF THE SEMI-VARIANCE METHOD APPLIED TO THE SELECTED MARKETING 
STRATEGIES AT VARIOUS LEVELS OF MARGIN REQUIREMENTS EXPRESSED 
AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL EXPECTED COSTS FOR EACH FEEDING 
PERIOD, UNDER THE SELECTIVE FEEDING ASSUMPTJON 




lA- (NH- SL) 
D-(HA:IU 
UA - (H o\ H - SL) 
10- (H o\ H - MA) 
IDA- (H 6: H- MA- SL) 
IV- (H 6: H- BE) 
IVA - (H & H - BE - SL) 
V - (H o\ H - $2) 
VA- (H & H- $2- SL) 
VI-(MH- MA-PS) 
VIA- (MH- MA-PS- SL) 
VB- (MH- MA - NS) 































% MARGIN REQUIREMENT 
4% 596 696 7% 8% 9% 
15.00 13.05 11.34 9.91 8.65 7.57 
18.35 14.03 11.92 10.03 8.36 6.91 
10.73 8.37 8.03 
10.7:1 9.27 8.03 
10.78 9.32 8.07 7.02 8.12 
10.76 9.32 8.07 1.02 8.12 
10.17 9.33 8.07 7.02 6.12 
10.77 9.33 8.07 7.02 6.12 
11.93 10.54 9.32 8.2& 7.37 6.57 
11.48 9.89 8.49 7.29 6.25 5.39 
11.88 10.26 8.90 7.78 6.80 5.94 
12.94 u.u 9.68 8.38 7.23 6.22 
11.96 10.34 8.97 7.84 6.8f 5.95 


















Note; The numbers In this table are semi-standard deviations associated with respective strategies, % margin requirement and the price/production risk assumption. 
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TABLE V (continued) 
-
% MARGIN REQUIREMENT 
Marketing 13% 14% 15% 16% 17% 18% 19% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 
Strategy 
1- (NH) 4.68 us :l.38 2."89 2.30 1.71 Us 0.65 0.22 
lA- (NH- SL) 3.51 2.98 2.49 2.04 
D- (H lk H) 
DA - (H lk H - SL) 
Ill- (H 1k H - MA) 
IDA - (H 1k H - MA - Sl,) 
IV- (H lk H - BE) 
IV A - (H lk H - BE - SL) 
V- (H lk H- $2) 4.21 3.68 3.16 2.84 2.13 1.82 1.12 0.85 0.22 
VA - (H 1k H - $2 - SL) 
VI - (MH - MA - PS) 3A4 2.94 2.48 
VIA- (MH- MA-PS- SL) 3.44 2.94 2.48 
VD- (MH - MA - NS) 3.44 2.94 2.48 
VIlA- (MH- MA-NS- SL) 3.44 2.94 2.48 
Note: The numbers In this table are semi-standard deviations associated with respective strategies,% margin requirement and the price/production risk assumption. 
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TABLE VI 
RESULTS OF THE SEMI-VARIANCE METHOD APPLIED 1'0 THE SELECTED MARKETING 




lA- (NH- SL) 
0- (H &: H) 
UA - (H &: If- SL) 
10- (H &: H- MA) 
UIA- (H &: H- MA- SL) 
IV - (H &: H - BE) 
IVA - (H &: H- BE- SL) 
V- (H &: H- $2) 
VA - (H &: H- $Z- SL) 
VI- (MH- MA - PS) 
VIA - (MH - MA- PS - SL) 
VB- (MH- MA-NS) 
VIlA- (MH- MA- NS- SL) 
AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL EXPECTED COSTS FOR EACH FEEDING 
PERIOD, UNDER THE CONTINUOUS FEEDING ASSUMPTION 
WHEN PRODUCTION RISK IS ONE-HALF PRICE RISK 
% MARGIN REQUIREMENT 
1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 
46.17 41.83 37.74 33.80 30.34 a1.oa 24.14 21.45 18.811 16.79 
51.45 46.40 41.51 38.78 n21 28.00 23.98 20.28 16.87 13.91 
46.79 u.o1 37.50 33.27 29.34 25.~1J 22.52 19.60 16.94 14.54 
48.75 42.02 36.91 32.70 28.04 25.01 21.67 19.04 16.11 14.12 
46.69 42.03 37.62 33.47 29.60 28.04 22.U 19.98 17.40 15.04 
40.03 35.53 31.29 27.31 23.84 20.32 17.40 14.88 12.71 10.83 
35.2~ 31.58 28,22 25.14 22.3-& 19.80 17.50 15.40 13.47 11.77 
40.51 36.39 32.48 28.76 25.25 21.98 18.92 18.U l3.55 11.33 
41.08 37.48 U.04 30.83 27.82 25.08 22.53 20.18 18.02 16.06 
U.62 4Q.21 36.08 32.02 28.15 2f.49 21.06 17.88 14.98 12.44 
U.&9 36.83 32.82 29.09 25.67 22.60 19.87 17.43 15.28 13.42 
43.29 39.01 34.69 30.70 26.95 23.45 20.25 17.H 14.63 12.42 
40.34 36.13 32.20 28.54 25.21 22.21 19.55 17.18 15.10 13.30 
















Hole: The numbers In this table are semi-standard deviations associated with respective strategies,% margin requirement and the price/production risk assumption. 
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TABLE VI (continued) 
96 MARGIN REQUIREMENT 
Marketing 13% 14% 15% 18% 1796 1896 19% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 
Strategy 
1- (NH) 11.64 10.21 8.86 7.58 8.40 5.29 4.22 3.24 2.40 1.64 0.90 0.24 
lA- (NH- SL) 7.68 6.32 5.26 4.41 3.70 
D- (H &: H) 8.79 7.27 5.93 4.75 3.78 3.08 
DA - (H &: H - SL) 8.20 6.81 5.41 U2 3.29 
10 - (H &: H - MA) 9.28 7.78 6.43 5.23 4.111 3.30 2.53 1.88 
IliA- (H &: H- MA- SL) 6.85 ~-91 
IV - (H &: H - BE) 8.07 7.U 6.25 5.39 •• 58 3.82 3.08 2.40 1.81 1.27 0.73 0.24 
IVA - (H & H - BE - SL) 6.90 5.93 5.12 
V- (H & H- $2) 11.33 10.00 8.11 7.49 8.34 5.28 4.21 3.24 2.40 1.64 0.90 0.24 
VA- (H &: H- $2- SL) 7.13 6.02 5.14 -4.38 
VI- (MH- MA-PS) 8.96 7.72 8.59 5.60 uo 3.87 3.18 2.29 1.60 0.99 
VIA- (MH- MA - PS - SL) 7.01 5.87 5.00 -4.25 3.80 3.00 2.41 1.88 1.47 1.09 
VD- (MH - MA - NS) 8.96 7.72 6.59 5.60 4.10 3.87 3.18 2.29 1.60 0.99 
VIlA - (MH - MA- NS- SL) 7.01 5.87 5.00 •• 25 3.60 3.00 2.41 1.88 1.47 1.09 




RESULTS OF THE SEMI-VARIANCE METHOD APPLIED TO THE SELECTED MARKETING 




lA- (NH- SL) 
n- (H & H) 
OA - (H 6: H - SL) 
ID - CH 6: H- MA) 
rnA - (H 6: H- MA - SL) 
IV- (H 6: H- BE) 
IV A - (H 6: H- BE - SL) 
V - (H 6: H - $2) 
VA - (H 6: H - $2 - SL) 
VI- (MH- MA- PS) 
VIA - (MH- MA - PS - SL) 
VO- (MH- MA- NS) 
VIlA- (MH- MA-NS- SL) 
\ 
AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL EXPECTED COSTS FOR EACH FEEDING 
PERIOD, UNDER THE SELECTIVE FEEDING ASSUMPTION 
WHEN PRODUCTION RISK IS ONE-HALF PRICE RISK 
~ MARGIN REQUIREMENT 
l'MI 2'MI ~.., . .., 5'M! 6'M! 7~ 8% 9% lO'MI 
19.09 16.!10 U.87 u.99 11.30 9.82 8.ij8 7.49 6.56 5.79 
21.60 19.1. 18.78 U.53 u.n 10.48 8.73 7.15 5.78 4.68 
11.78 10.27 8.90 7.66 6.58 5.68 
11.78 10.27 8.110 7.68 6.58 5.68 
11.86 10.~· 8.96 7.72 8.65 6.74 4.9B 4.33 
11.86 10.3t 8.9!1 7.72 IUS 5.14 •• 9, 4.33 
11.72 10.26 8.93 7.73 11.66 5.15 4.98 4.33 
11.72 10.26 8.93 7.73 6.88 5.75 4.98 4.33 
12.99 11.85 10.U 9.28 8.28 7.39 8.84 5.97 5.37 4.85 
13.00 11.47 10.02 8.87 7.43 6.31 5.34 4.51 3.84 3.35 
14.19. 12.311 10.72 9.2:1 7.92 8.85 6.00 5.25 4.58 3.98 
15.67 13.84 12.13 10.55 9.11 7.85 6.76 5.80 4.93 4.19 
14.33 12.49 10.82 9.32 8.03 8.95 6.07 5.30 4.59 3.99 









Note: 1be numbers In this table are semi-standard deviationa associated with respective .strategies, % margin requirement and the price/production risk assumption. 
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Martcetlng 13% U% 15% 16% 17% 18% 19% 20% 21% 22% 23% 24% 
Strategy 
1- (NH) 4.05 3.53 3.02 2.50 - 1.90 1.48 0.99 0.57 0.19 
lA- (NH- SL) 2.61 2.17 1.78 1.44 
D- (H 6: H) 
DA - (H &: H - SL) 
m- (H 6: H- MA) 
ffiA- (H &: H- MA- SL) 
IV- (H 6: H - BE) 
IV A - (H &: H - BE - SL) 
V - (H 6: H - $2} 3.49 3.07 2.64 2.22 1.79 1.37 0.98 0.57 0.19 
VA - (H &: H- $2 - SL} 
VI - (MH- MA - PS) 2.53 2.12 1.78 
VIA - (MH - MA - PS - SL) 2.53 2.12 1.78 
VU- (MH - MA - NS) 2.53 2.12 1.78 
VIlA - (MH - MA - NS- SL) :.53 2.12 1.78 
Note: The numbers In this table are semi-standard deviations associated with respective strategies,% m11rgln requirement and the pnce/productJon risk assumption. 
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risk than is desired will be accepted. For example, utilizing Table IV, if the 
margin requirement determined for a particular borrower following the "no 
hedge" strategy (Strategy I) under the continuous feeding assumption was 
determined to be 20 percent, and price risk was assumed equal to production 
risl<:, then if the borrower was to follow Strategy III - (H & H - MA) under the 
continuous feeding assumption instead, lender risk would be no greater than 
originally desired if a 19 percent level of equity was required. This allows the 
lender to loan more money without more risk, all other things equal. 
In the above example, the risk differential between the two strategies 
examined was not substantial, which indicates that with the assumed margin 
requirement, and a feeder following that particular hedging strategy, lender risk 
is not significantly reduced. However, other hedging strategies do significantly 
reduce lender risk. If in the above example the initial equity requirement had 
been set at 25 percent, at which there was no measurement risk, and the feeder 
followed Strategy UIA - (H & H - MA - SL) under the continuous feeding 
assumption, equity requirements could be reduced to 15 percent without 
increasing lender risk, all other things equal. 
Implications of Results for Lenders 
The decision of how much equity should be required in. an investment 
financed by a lender must be left up to the person who bears the responsibility 
for the decision •. The purpose of this .. study is not t~ make any decisions, but to 
provide information for d~ision IJ:iakers. 
Presently some lenders are. differe.nti.ating equity t•equirements solely on 
the basis of whether a borrower hedges or not •. For example, a lending policy 
' . 
may state that if a cattle feeder hedges, lil 15 percent equity margin is required, 
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but if the cattle feeder does not hedge, a 25 percent equity margin will be 
required. The difference in equity requirements represent the lender's perceived 
difference in risk due to hedging. 
It is doubtful whether any lending policy would be quite as simple as the 
one in the above example, but it serves the purpose of illustration. Certain 
requirements such as the stop loss provision mentioned earlier, might be made of 
a borrower who hedges as a condition for granting a lower equity loan. Also, 
certain types of hedging might not qualify for lower equity loans or equity 
requirements might be lowered, but not as much. This is probably a good idea 
because as the results show, not all hedging strategies are created equal. 
While the relative risk to the lender among marketing strategies employed 
by a bort·ower varies depending on the level of equity requh·ement, some general 
conclusions regarding the difference in lender risl<: among the selected marketing 
strategies examined may be made. For example, the no hedge strategy was 
typically found to be the most risky of all for the lender. At the same time, 
some of the hedging strategies reduce lender risk so slightly at some levels that 
no reduction in equity requirement is warranted. Even if the average return 
under one of the strategies looks especially appealing, the risk of loss to the 
lender may be the same as when the borrower performs no hedging at all. 
When equity requirements can be lowered due to a reduction in risk, a 
lender is able to inerel,lse the size of a loan with no ndditional risk relative to the 
previous acceptable level of risk, all other. things equal. All other things equal in 
this case refers to the same financial abi)ity and moral responsibility to repay a 
larger loan as compared to a smaller· loan. It ·could b.e possible that if an 
individual had $25,000 to invest and the initial equity requirement was set at 25 
' ' 
percent, any reduction in lender risk due; to hedging might be offset by other 
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considerations if the size of loan is increased. Suppose the borrower indicates 
that he/she will follow a hedging strategy that reduces lender risk due to hedging 
enough to warrant a reduction in equity requirements to 15 percent. Then, the 
borrower wants to use the $25,000 to acquire a loan of $140,000 instead of 
$75,000. If all other things are equal, the borrower is able to use more financial 
leverage and the lender has no more risk while making a larger loan. However, 
some cases probably exist where the borrower is worth a $75,000 loan, but isn't 
worth a $140,000 loan because other things are not equal. This type of increase 
in loan size must be examined closely. If the loan was to be increased from 
$75,000 to $85,000 and the original size investment maintained, it is highly 
pt·obable an increase in loan size of this amount could be made without additional 
risk. 
During this study it was assumed that loan loss occurs if an amount 
greater than the equity requir•ement was lost. This is not usually the case. Loan 
loss may not occur even if all of the cattle pledged as collateral are lost because 
of other financial resources a borrower may possess. Therefore, when an equity 
level is set, the true critical level whe1·e loan loss might occur is probably 
something else. It might be determined that if. half the expected costs are not 
covered by revenues from the sale of cattle, repayment problems or default 
could occur. If this is the case, then the ,50 percent level is where the 
measurement of risk for that loan .should be made regardless of the equity level 
required. 
'I' ' 
Implications of Results for Cattle Feeders 
The amount of risk a cattle feeder is willing to bear is related to the 
feeder's abilities and present financial condition. Therefore, the amount of risk 
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one feeder is willing to bear is probably different from that of another feeder, at 
the same point in time. Also, the amount of risk a feeder is willing to bear today 
will most likely not remain the same in the future. 
The results presented in Tables IV - Vll and the procedure utilized to 
obtain the results may be used by a cattle feeder in the determination of a 
proper marketing strategy to be followed given his/her present financial 
condition, abilities, and attitude toward risk. Assuming that aversion to risk 
increases, as one's financial condition worsens, a feeder may select strategies of 
equal or lower risk at lower pet•cent levels. Critical percent levels may be 
determined by a cattle feeder below which if losses occur, financial problems 
will probably ensue. Then, the risk at that percent level could be minimized. 
However, use of these results only, without consideration of expected returns, 
would be foolish. If a critical loss level were set at 10 percent of total expected 
costs (breakeven) and a particular strategy always returned a loss, but never 
below the critical level, the risk at that level would be nil; however, one would 
never make any money. 
The results of this study indicate that a marketing strategy that might be 
best for a feeder may not be one that results in less lender risk. Therefore, a 
particular type of hedging strategy or stipulation on which a lender would be 
willing to lend more money may lead ,to less than favorable results for a cattle 
feeder. An example is the stop loss provision used in the simulation. In many 
case.s this stipulation forces a feeder to lock in a Joss that otherwise would not 
have occurred if th~ orig-inal marketing strateg·y tu:t~ be,en allowed to run its full 
course. In the simulation, the stop loss provision ,increased average returns of 
only two basic strategies and decreased the average returns of nine basic 
strategies. Identical returns resulted in the other three basic sh·ategies. 
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Should cattle feeders use the results shown in Tables IV - VII, it is 
recommended the results be used only in conjunction with other statistics, such 
as those presented earlier in Tables II and III, and the statistics presented next in 
Tables VIII and IX. 
The semi-variance methods of "SE" and "S0 " may also be used by cattle 
feeders (as well as their lenders). Results of these methods, calculated with the 
returns from the simulation model, are shown in Tables VIII and IX. The results 
shown consider price risk only and so are directly comparable to Tables II and 
III. When comparison is made, differences in results can be identified. For 
example, under the continuous feeding assumption, Strategy IV - (H & H - BE) 
has the lowest standard deviation while Strategy II - (H & H) has the lowest 
semi-standard deviation from average return. The semi-standard deviations 
from zero shown in Tables VIII and IX indieate the relative risk of each strategy 
to produce an economic loss. These measurements when utilized along with 
others previously presented provide additional information for decision analysis 
by feeders and their lender. 
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TABLE Vlli 
RESULTS OF SEMI-VARIANCE METHODS "SE" and "S0 " APPLIED TO THE SELECTED 
· MARKETING STRATEGIES UNDER THE CONTINUOUS FEEDING 




IA- (NH- SL) 
ll- (H & H) 
ITA - (H & H - SL) 
Ill- (H & H- MA) 
IliA - (H & H - MA - SL) 
IV - (H &: H - BE) 
IV A - (H & H - BE - SL} 
V- (H & H- $2) 
VA - (H & H - $2 - SL) 
VI- (MH- MA-PS) 
VIA - (MH - MA - PS - SL) 
VII - (MH - MA - NS) 






































RESUL'fS OF SEMI-VARIANCE METHODS "SE" AND "~11 APPLIED TO THE SELECTED 




IA- (NH- SL) 
II- (H & H) -- -
llA - (H & H - SL) . 
Ill- (H & H- MA) 
lliA - {H & H - MA -· SL) 
IV - (H & H - BE) 
IVA- (H & H- BE- SL) 
V- (H & H- $2) 
VA- (H & H- $2- SL) 
VI- (MH - MA - PSf 
VIA - (MH - MA - PS - SL) 
VII- (MH - MA - NS) 
VIlA - (MH - MA - NS- SL) 






































SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Profits cannot exist without the risk of loss. If risk of loss is not present, 
all prices will equal costs and no profits will be experienced. This could only 
occur in a world of complete certainty, and it is an understatement to simply say 
that we do not live in a world of certainty. Therefore, risk must be managed if 
positive profits are to be obtained. 
Hedging by cattle feeders has become an increasingly popular method of 
managing price risk associated with the uncertain profitability of feeding 
cattle. Since most cattle feeders utilize financial services offered by 
agricultural lenders and since lenders indirectly face the same risks incurred by 
their borrowers, any course of action a borrower pursues impacts lender risk to 
some degree. If hedging indeed reduces the risk of cattle feeding, as many 
studies have shown, then it seems logical that lender risk might also be reduced 
as a result of hedging by cattle feeders. If this is the case, then hedging by 
clients involved in cattle feeding should be encouraged by lenders. 
Some lenders presently perceive a difference in the level of risk among 
loans when their clients follow a hedging program versus when no hedging 
program is used. This perceived difference in risk is increasingly being reflected 
by changes in loan requirements. For example, margin requirements may be 
lowered if a hedging program is followed. The implications of a policy such as 
that for cattle feeders includes the opportunity for increased financial 
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leverage. The implications for lenders include an increase in loan size with 
perhaps no increase in risk. In order for lenders to properly ascertain if and what 
the difference in lender risk is on loans to cattle feeders, when they hedge versus 
when they do not hedge, the need for a procedure that would properly reflect 
differences in lender risk, given alternative hedging strategies, was identified. 
To analyze the impacts of hedging by cattle feeders on lender risk, a 
computerized simulation model was developed to generate net returns under 
selected marketing strategies for a typical feeding operation in Northwestern 
Oklahoma. The results of the simulation were then used in a method developed 
to quantitatively measure any risk differentiation among loans due solely to the 
use of hedging by a cattle feeder. Since any differences in lender risk will 
probably be accounted for by changes in margin requirements versus interest 
rates, differences in risk discovered in this study are measured in terms of 
margin requirements. 
The method of measuring risk differentiation developed in this study was . 
based on the semi-variance appt·oach of risk measurement. The semi-variance 
approach of risk measurement differs from the mean-variance approach because 
it concentrates on returns below a specified point in contrast to the mean-
variance approach which considers all returns. This approach eliminates major 
faults of the mean-variance approach ,such as treating extreme profits with the 
same disrespect as equally.extreme losses. 
Results of the l'elative risk analysis confirm that, in gener·al, lender risk is 
reduced when cattle feeders he<;)ge. However, an h~dging. strategies are not 
equally e.ff~ctive and some reduce lender risk only slighUy or not at all. Also, 
results indicate that some hedging programs that reduce lender risk may actually 
increase a cattle feeders risk of loss. · 
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As in any study of this nature, several assumptions had to be made. And, 
if the results of this study are to be used, additional assumptions must be made. 
The use of results generated with historical data in decision analysis involves the 
assumption that relationships that existed in the past will be relevant in the 
future. Since this research was a first attempt to quantitatively measure the 
difference in lender risk due solely to the use of hedging by a borrower, it was 
necessarily exploratory in nature. Further research is needed in this area to 
provide decision makers with reliable information. 
',· 
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APPENDIX 
SIMULATION MO"OEL GENERATED NET 





NET RETURNS FROM FEEDING CATTLE GENERATED 
BY THE SIMULATION MODEL ASSUMING THE UTILIZATION OF 
SELECTED HEDGING STRATEGIES I, fA, II,&: UA GIVEN 'I'HE 
TWO Al,TERNATTVE FEEDJNG ASSUMPTIONS 
($/Head) 
---------s-E:LH:T~ stUtl'M 
I'EF.IJJ l'(l FEI'DIOO 
QNI'INl.X:lJfl f•'F.rolt¥1 ASstM"J'ICN ~..S.!,Wn~ CU'I'r!NlC.ll> l'El'DINJ .'\SSU\1"1' leN AS~"t.JIIIf'l'ICN 
"'Strntegy-f---·strf!tegy lA: • !:itrategy~nitegy iii\-
liD Hedge Hedge [ledge and fbld 
150 Dly Feed lng No with Stop Strategy and with Stop Stl"ategy 
Period Ending: Hedge Loss Provision I lA Hold Loss ProvisIon II I lA 
06-03-76 -6.64 -6.64 .. .. -21.73 -21.73 .. • 
06-10-76 2.70 2.70 • • -15.10 -15.10 • .. 
06-17-76 9.19 9.19 .. • -Lll -1.11 .. • 
06-24-76 -14.02 -14.02 • • -36.(14 -311.04 • .. 
07-01-76 -35.97 -35.97 • • -12.37 -12. 37 • • 
07-08-76 -68.69 -83,51 • • -4'1.80 -47.80 • • 
07-15-76 -78.05 -76.03 • .. -38.20 -38.20 • • 
07-22-76 -67.72 -71.98 • • -45.84 -45.114 • • 
07-29-76 -51.91 -51.91 -St. 91 -51.91 -9.98 -9.98 -9.98 -9.98 
08··05-76 -75,00 -52.93 • • -11.01 -11.01 • • 
08-12-76 -58. 13 -54.49 -58.13 -54.49 -6.34 -6.34 -6.34 -6.34 
08-19-76 -51.66 -50.75 • • -13.09 -13.09 • • 
08-26-76 -54.41 -64.15 • • -23.34 -23.34 • • 
09-02-76 -73.85 -67.16 • "' -27.20 -27.20 • • 
09-09-76 -63. 68 -61.98 • • -29.52 -29.52 • • 
09-16-76 -103.29 -58.61 • • -21.00 -21.00 • • 
09-23-76 -122.09 -56.51 • • -16.13 -16.13 • • 
09-30-76 -101.33 -47.47 -1111.33 -47.47 8,71 8.71 8. 71 8.71 
10-07-76 -91.73 -57.44 -91.73 -57.44 -0.74 -0.74 -0.74 -0.74 
10-U-76 -51.51 -69.25 -51.51 -69,25 -22.73 -22.73 -22.73 -22.73 
J0-21-76 -45.52 -74.21 -45.22 -74.21 -10.75 -10.75 -10.75 ·10.75 
10-28-76 -52.11 -48.66 -~2.11 -4d.66 10.75 10.75 10.75 to. 75 
ll-04-76 -40.50 -60.58 -40.50 -60,58 6.44 6.44 6.44 6.44 
11-11-76 -35.30 -57.01 -35.30 -57.01 30.44 30.44 30.44 30.44 
J I -18-76 -111.74 -54.42 -Hi. 74 -54.42 39.94 39.94 39.94 19.94 
11-25-76 -11.20 -56.80 -u. 20 -56.80 32.48 32.46 32.46 12.46 
12-02-76 -10.06 -52.01 -10.06 -52.01 13.94 13.94 13.94 13.94 
12-09-76 -[.68 -37.112 -1.118 -3'1.02 41.69 41.69 41.69 41.69 
12-16-76 -2.34 -42.29 -2.34 -42.29 46.53 46.53 46.53 46.53 
12-23-76 -5.56 -5.56 -5.56 -5.56 30.35 30.35 30.35 30.35 
12-30-76 -13.56 -13.56 -13,56 -13.56 8,91: 8.92 8,92 6.92 
01-06-77 -19.~0 -25.13 -1'9. 80 ; -25.13 4'1.i3 47 .!3 47,13 .j'f .13 
Cll-13-77 -41.!\6 -n. sz ~·U.96 '-31,62 za.n 28.72 28.72 28.72 
0!-20-77 -49.45 -45.24 -49:45 ... 45.24 ~7 .62 27.62 27.62 27.62 
01-27-77 ~30.:20 -38.93 -ao;zo -38.93 .24.32 . 24.37 . 24.37 24.37 
02-03-'77 -29.64 -138,46 -29;64 -:Ui.46 20.·13 20.43 20.43 20.43 
02-l0-77 -16.36 -40.7!l -16.35 ;-~0.70 8,18 ~.13 8.18 8.18 
02-17-17 -tl.47 . .,p.47 -11. 4'1 -11.47 -6.15 -6.15 -6.15 -6.15 
02·"24-17 -i0._38 ··10.38 -ti1.38 -10.36 l2.5Z ' 12. 5'i 12.52 12.52 
fl3 -03-77" -16.33 -16.33 -t6.3l -l!i 1.:13 -4.70 . -4.10 -4.70 -4.'70 
03-lll-77 ·22. 70 ·22.70 ~n. 10 -b.70 13.51) 13,56 13,56 13.56 
. o:i-17-77 ~l7 .,08 -t'T .08 -17,08' -17.08 10.:.19 10. ,)IJ 10.39 10.39 
03-24-77 -17.72 -l7. ~2 -1 'l. '/2 -17.72 22.-14 22.44 22.44 ~2.44 
03-Jl-77 -12.77 -12.77 -U."?1 ·12.77 7,.32 
'' 
7.32 7.32 7.32 
04-07-77 ,-ih98 ,-6.98 -6.98 -6.~8 -2.93 -2.93 -2.93 ·2.93 
04-14.-77 14.96 H.9& 14.96 14.96 ,:u.n -14. ~1 -14.91 -14. :H 
04·-H-'77 17.il6 ,37 .86 '17. 86 3"7 .86 -4,82 ··{~ 82 -4.d2 -4.82 
04-2t!-77 '{3,88 U.88 43.110 43.88 '. 3.16 .. 3.16 J.l6 3.16 
os-os'-77 55.17 :ss.11 55.17 55.17 til. 57 18,57 !6.57 16.57 
05-12-77 45.51 45.51 45.51 45.51 21.79 21.79 21.79 21.79 
I 
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TABLE X (continued) 
S'EI..Frl'l VE SEl.!O'IVE 
FEIDINJ FEIDINJ 
a:NI'INIUJS FEEDlNJ ASstMPI'ICN ASStMPI'lCN <mriN!XlJS FEEDINJ ASstMPI'ICN ASstMPI'ICN 
StrateKJ I - Strategy lA - Strategy II - StrateKJ ITA -
No Hedge Hedge Hedge and fbld 
150 lay Feeding No with Stop Strategy and with Stop Strategy 
Period Ending: Hedge LoSII Prov i s I on I lA fbld Loss Provision ll riA 
05-19-77 40.63 40.63 40.63 40.63 20.06 20.06 20.06 20.06 
05-26-77 29.07 29.07 29.07 29.07 15.78 15.78 15.78 15.78 
06-02-77 38.00 38.00 38.00 38.00 32.72 32.72 32.72 32.72 
06-09-77 28.91 28.91 28.91 28.91 34.13 34.13 34.13 34.13 
06-16-77 17.80 17.80 17.80 17.80 24.47 24.47 24.47 24.47 
06-23-77 13.85 13.85 13.85 13.85 27.50 27.50 27.50 27.50 
06-30-77 29.65 29.65 29~1i5 29.65 35.27 35.27 35.27 35.27 
07-07-77 26.78 26.78 26.78 26.78 45.79 45.79 45.79 45.79 
07-14-7'1 15.25 15.25 15.25 15.25 25.77 25.77 25.77 25.77 
07-21-77 8.83 8. 83 8.83 8. 83 33.43 33.43 33.43 33.43 
07-28-77 15.02 lll.02 15.02 15.02 25.39 25.39 25.39 25.39 
08-04-77 14.77 14.77 14.17 14.77 28.09 28.09 28.09 28.09 
08-11-77 12.78 12.78 12.78 12.78 35.85 35.85 35.85 35.85 
08-18-77 9.65 9.65 9.65 9.65 28.68 28.68 28.68 28.68 
08-25-77 6.92 6.92 6.92 6.92 41.63 41.63 41.63 41.63 
09-01-77 2.21 2.21 2.21 2.21 47.03 47.03 47.03 47.03 
09-08-77 -1.46 -t.46 -1.46 -1.46 52.33 52.33 52.33 52.33 
09-15-77 -7.92 -36.65 -7.92 -36.65 41.19 41.19 41.19 41.19 
09-22-77 -11.11 -50.56 -ll.ll -50.56 26.07 26.07 26.07 26.07 
09-29-77 -2.04 -51.47 -2.04 -51.47 16.73 16.73 16.73 16.73 
10-06-77 10.51 -46.20 10.51 -46.20 7.74 7.74 7.74 7.74 
10-13-77 15.28 15.28 15.28 15.28 10.06 10.06 10.06 10.06 
10-20-77 17.20 -33.38 17.20 -33.38 27.15 27.15 27.15 27.15 
10-27-77 15.59 -39.21 15.59 -39.21 27.44 27.44 27.44 27.44 
11-03-77 9.96 -33.00 9.96 -33.00 19.31 19.31 19.31 19.31 
11-10-77 10.40 -31.84 • • -5.95 -5.95 • • 
ll-17-77 3.49 -49.80 • "' -12.90 -12.90 • • 11-24-77 4.20 -50.80 • .. -18.69 -18.69 • • 
12-01-77 11.62 -39.78 .. • -11.21 -11.21 • • 12-08-77 12.33 -54.98 • • -33.21 -33.21 • • 
12-15-77 22.60 -0.89 .. • -24.31 -24.31 • • 
12-22-77 26.31 -28.58 • .. -0.39 -0.39 • • 
12-29-77 -1.56 • • .. -53.61 • • • 
01-05-78 -4.20 .. • .. -44.56 • • • 01-12-78 -8.22 • • • -67.13 • • • 
01-19-78 -7.51 • • • -70.96 • • • 
01-26-78 -6.55 • • .. -72.04 * • • 02-02-78 -5.61 * • • -31.17 • • • 02-09-78 1.01 • .. * -85.36 " * .. 02-16-78 17.20 • • .. -80.91 • • * 02-23-78 16.83 • .. • -66.76 * • • 03-02-78 14.04 " • • -73.13 • • 03··09-78 32.01 • • " -8J.49 " • * 03-16-78 56.26 .. ... " -71.17 .. • • 03-23·· 78 73.80 • . *' .. -80.15 • .. • 03-30-'18 89.53 ... .. "' -46.;1:9 " .. * 04-06-78 82.49 .. • $ -7'.'.12 .. .. * • 04-13-78 89.52 .. ; .. .. : .;75.9'l c .. . '
04-'.!0-78 92.4i I " -31.72 * * 92.41 ... -:n. 72 04-27-78 94.9t 94.~1 *· .. -;ltl.66 -23.66 , .. .. 
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TABLE X (continued) 
SELB:"::I'T VE SELB:I'IVE 
FERlHO FEIDIN3 
a:NrlNlnJS FEEDIOO ASstMPT'ICN ASStMPl'ICN o::NI'INUlJS FEEDIOO ASsffiwruJ.I ASstMP1'ICN 
S t 1'8 tegy I .. Strategy JA - Strategy II - Strategy !lA-
lib Hedge Hedge Hedge and Ibid 
150 ll!y FeedIng No wl th Stop Strategy and with Stop Strategy 
Period End I fig: Hedge lAss Provision I lA Hold Loss Provision II !lA 
05-04-78 98.54 98.54 • • -45.44 -45,44 • • 
05-11-78 112.46 112.46 • • -49.45 -49.45 • • 
05-18-78 127.98 127.98 • ,. -55.41 -55.41 • • 
05-25-78 154. 94 154.94 • .. -52.11 -52. J] • • 
06-01-78 160.72 160,72 • • -18.11 -13.11 • .. 
06-08-78 150.48 150. 48 .. .. -24. 37 -24.37 • • 
06-15-78 136. l2 136.12 • .. -2.16 -2.16 • • 
06-22-7!1 86.18 86.18 • • 15.35 15.35 • • 
06-29-78 40.04 40.04 • .. -29.24 -29.24 • • 
07-0ii-78 45.97 45.97 • .. -39.56 -3!1.56 • • 
07-13-78 53.911 53.98 .. .. -21.55 -21.55 .. • 
07-20-78 37.60 37.60 • • -42.90 -42.90 • • 
07-27-78 37.92 37.92 • • -37.56 -37.56 .. • 
08-03-78 21.22 -35.02 • • -26.78 -26.78 • .. 
08-10-78 -9.71 -411.90 • • -35.27 -J5. 27 • • 
08-17-78 -'J\!,38 -32.38 .. "' -59,18 -59.18 • • 
08-24-78 -39.38 -80.1\ • .. -62.97 ··62.97 • • 
08-31-78 -25.95 • • • -74.43 • • • 
09-07-78 -22.32 -87.00 • • -77.51 -77.51 • • 
09-14-78 -11.75 -91.90 • • -86. l1 -86.11 • • 
09-21-78 3.27 -61.02 • • -48.09 -48.09 • • 
09-28-78 0. 31 -55.46 • • -17.34 -17.34 • • 
10-05-78 -16.96 -92.60 • • -56.85 -56.85 • • 
10-12-78 -19.92 -61.14 • • -13.10 -13.10 • • 
10-19-78 -42.22 -59.99 • • -19.24 -19.24 • • 
10-26-78 -50. 94 -58.94 • • 3. 45 3.45 • • 
11-02-78 -59. 00 -59.00 • • -40.04 -40.04 • .. 
ll-09-78 -55.06 -55.06 • • -83.18 -63.18 • • 
11-16-78 -39.56 Q • • -104.17 • • • 
11-23-78 -19.85 • • • -106.51 • • • 
11-30-78 -17.39 -70.28 • • -60.35 -60.35 • • 
12-07-78 -32.53 -78.38 • • -73.76 -73.76 • • 
12-14-78 -311.80 -89.16 • • -84.24 -84.24 • • 
12-U-78 -29.60 -89,61 • • -73.44 -73.44 • • 
12-28-78 -65.25 • • • -97,08 • • • 
01-04-79 -38.47 • • • -112.40 • • • 
Ol-11-79 -S.70 • .. • -109.59 • .. .. 
01-18-79 11.11 • ~ • -07.06 • • • 
01-25-79 ]] .43 • • • -85,05 • • • 
02-01-79 58.01 5.8.1!1 • " -311.26 -36. 26 • • 02-08-79 56.76 -82.39 .. • -28.26 -28.26 • • 
02-15-79 59.~5 -113.23 .. • -Z9.19 -29.19 • • 
02-22~79 71.02 71.02 • .. -19.19 -49.19 .. "' 03-01·-79 89.4!1 8!1.48 89.48 89.48 -4,1. 61 -41.61 -41.61 -41.61 
03-08-19 123.61 1:!3.61 123.61 123.61 -11 .il~ -17. 83 -17.83 -11.aa 
03-t5-79 142.16 142.16 • -24.12 -21. ~~ • • 
oa-~2-7!"1 !65.00 · UlS..llll • .. -49.27 -49' i7 .. • 
03-29-79 1'17.03 1'17. 03 171.1.13 lr7.'03 12.50 12.50 12.50 l2.50 
04-05-79 155.26 15~.26 ... "' -42.76 ·42. '/6 
.. • 
04-12-79 163. 7J 163.73 .. "' ~65.7!1 -65.78 • • 
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TABLE X (continued) 
SEIJ'tl' I VE sFiB::hVE 
FEEDIN:l FEHliN:l 
a:Nl' I NlUJS FEEDit«l ASSlMPl'l(lll ASstMPTICN a:Nrl NUlJS FEEDII'IJ ASSI.MPTI (lll ASSI.MPTICN 
StrR tegy I - Strategy lA- Strategy II - Strategy I lA -
No !ledge Hedge Hedge and Ibid 
!50 Illy Feeding No with Stop Strategy and wl th Stop Strategy 
Pel'iod Ending: Hedge Loss Provision I lA Ibid Loss Provision II I lA 
04-19-79 189.26 189.26 189.26 1fl9. Z6 -37.38 -37.38 -37.:18 -37.38 
04-26-79 16!!.~1 169.01 169.01 169.01 -17.85 -17.115 -17.85 -17.85 
05-03-79 160. rt9 160.99 • • -4.04 -4.04 * • 
05-J0-79 H8.fi8 148.68 • • 20.47 20.47 • 
05-17-79 1! I. 26 11 t. 26 111.26 111. ?.6 29.63 29.63 29.63 29.63 
05-24~79 104.41 104.41 • • -30.67 -30.67 • .. 
05-Jl-79 91J .IJ as.t3 * • 5.97 5.97 .. .. 
06-07-79 71.79 71.79 • • 3.86 3.86 • • 
06-14-79 411.43 48.43 .. • -7.63 -7.63 • • 
06-21-79 20.44 20. 4-t .. • 4.22 4.22 • .. 
06-28··79 10.30 10.30 ... .. 8.66 8.66 • • 
07-09-7!1 -1.49 -1.49 • • -56.21 -56.21 • • 
07-16-79 -15.65 -15.65 .. .. -65.46 -65.46 • • 
07-23-79 -22.80 -33.87 • .. -16.90 -16.90 • • 
07-30-79 -66.15 -~.64 • • 2.61 2.61 • • 
08-tl2-79 -166.68 -51.32 • • -46.59 -46. 59 • • 
08-09-79 -194.57 .. • • -112.04 • • • 
08-16-79 -138.57 -103.25 • .. -82.69 -82.69 • • 
08-23-79 -95.28 .. • • -80.56 .. • .. 
08-30-79 -107.61 • "' • -107.93 • • • 09-·06-79 -96.58 -89.21 • • -8l.l8 -81.18 $ • 
09-13-79 -90.05 -101.81 • .. -71.36 -71.36 • • 
09-20-79 -90.06 -86.80 • • -47.81 -47.81 • • 
09-27-79 -103.25 -95.54 • .. -45.97 -45.97 .. • 
10-04-79 -93.77 -85.87 • • -58.61 ··58.61 • • 
10-11-19 . 'i2.39 -69 .. 27 • .. -18,02 -18.02 • • 
10-18-79 -101.25 -89.55 • • -50.84 -50.84 • • 
10-25-79 -91. 98 -112.89 • • -84.36 -84. 36 • .. 
11-01-79 ··55. 31 -111.66 • • -89.88 -89.88 .. "' 11··08-79 -so. 63 -H8.39 .. • -55.12 -55.12 • • 
ll-15-79 -10.59 -104.41 • .. -46.87 -46.87 • • 
11-22-79 I. 36 -106.29 • • -52.35 -52.35 .. • 
11-29-79 '3. ~8 -56.27 • • -3.45 -3.45 • ... 
12-06-79 -18.l9 -37.28 .. • 16.17 16.17 • • 
12-13-79 -14.33 -82.30 • • -27.71 -li. 71 • • 
12-~0-79 8. 76 -97.79 • • -50.53 -50.53 • • 
12-27-79 32.J6 -84.18 • • -55.29 -55.29 • • 
IH-U3-AO U.8t 43.81 .. • -75.38 -75.38 • .. 
01-10-80 -7.65 -7.65 • • -29.11 -29.11 • • 
01-17-90 -34.38 -34.38 • .. -21..46 -22.46 .. • 
OJ -'l4-80 -7'1.44 -65.27 • • -42.411 -42.49 • • 
01-31-80 -90. 83 -88.03 • • -64.33 -64.33 .. • 
02-07-80 -80.87 -104.74 .. • -so. 01 -50.07 • • 
02-H-80 -~6.23 ··82.40 '" .. -29.76 -29.76 • • 02-21· 90 -16.52 -16.52 • • -47,37 -47.37 ~ .. 
02-28-80 -ll. 97 - !1. 97 --11. 9'1 .;11,97 -40.&4 -40.~4 -40.84 -40.84 
03-06-SO ~·/,, 'fl7 -2.97 -2.81 -2.91 2.51 2:51 2.51 2.51 
03-13-80 5.42 5.42 .. '"' -1L;l4 ~11174 • 03-ZQ-80 -7.46 -7.46 -7.46 -7.46 39.86 39.88 39,88 39,88 
03-27-80 -31.28 -3J.28 -31.28 -·3L21l 39.42 J9.,4'l 39.42 39.42 
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TABLE X (con t i nued) 
SELECI'IVE SELECI'IVE 
fEEDJNJ I'EH>HU 
a:Nr!Nlll.JS ffiEDING ASSlMPI'ICN ~ (!Nl'!Nt:UJS FEEDIM:l ASSlNPTICN A'>SI.MPI'JCN 
Strategy l - Strategy lA - Strategy rr - Strategy IIA -
No Hedge Hedge Hedge and llild 
!50 Illy Feeding No with Stop Stra lt>gy und with Stop Strategy 
Per lod F .. nd ingl Hedge Loss Prov 1 s I on I lA Hold t.oss l'l'ovlsion II IIA 
------~-·-
04-0J-80 -71. OJ -51.83 -71.03 -51. 83 48.49 48.49 48.•19 48.49 
04-l0-8ll -72. 43 -58.62 -72.43 -58.62 57.88 57.88 57.88 57.88 
04.-17-80 -58.28 -74.88 -58 .• 28 -74.88 31.11 31.11 31. ll 31.11 
04-24-80 -49. lJ -78.62 -49.13 -78.62 35.91 35.91 35.91 35,91 
05-0l-80 -41. 92 -40.92 -41.92 -40. 92 71.9~ 71. 93 71.93 71.93 
05-08-80 -46.52 -68.~5 -46. f;2 -68,95 22.83 22.83 22.83 22.113 
05-15-80 -45.45 -44.69 -45.45 -44.69 67.70 67.70 67,70 67.70 
05-22-80 -50.26 -53. l'l -50. 26 -53.12 56.12 56. 12 56.12 56.12 
05-29-811 -49.79 -44.21 -49.79 
"'"· 21 
61.61 61.61 61.61 61,61 
06-05-80 -58.78 -46.83 • ~ 31.04 31.04 • 
06-12-80 -54. 73 -74.38 .. • -14.51 -14.51 • • 
06-19-80 -24.18 -75.93 " • -26.18 -26.18 • • 06-26-BO -15.14 -70.39 -15.14 -70.39 5.1t 5.11 s. 71 5.71 
07-03-80 -54.18 -89.44 .. • -27.34 -27.34 • • 
07-10-80 -49.72 -76.48 • .. -ZZ.24 -22.24 • • 
07-17-80 -46.75 -60.40 • • -14.16 -14.16 • • 
07-24-80 -30.63 -83. 7l • • -38.20 -38.20 • • 
07-31-80 -~6. 49 -77.96 .. • -4fl.49 -45.49 • • 
08-07-80 -20.98 -82.22 • • 4.01 4. Ill • • 
OR-14-80 9.57 -85.88 • .. -49.15 -49.15 • • 
08-ll-·80 24.09 -27.04 • • -16.05 -16.05 • • 
08-28-80 60.33 -34.65 • • -11.78 -ll. 78 • • 
09-04-80 46.97 -50.69 • • -38,39 -38.39 • • 
09-11-80 12.25 -52.24 • • -43. 15 -43.15 • • 
09-18-80 10.86 ··69. 76 • • -47.23 -47.23 • • 
09-25-80 8.53 -7~.66 • • -50.88 -50.88 • • 
10-02-80 2.67 -64.20 • • -56.49 -56.49 • .. 
10-09-80 -14.17 -90.92 • .. -64.41 -64.41 • • 
10-!G-80 -3.83 -79.87 • • -65.55 -65.55 • • 
10-23-80 1. 45 1.45 • • -53.79 -58,79 • • 
10-30-80 4.04 4.04 • " -64.07 -64.07 • .. 
11-06-80 -13.49 ·13. 49 • ... -56.74 -56.74 • • 
11-13- ~0 -32.10 -32.10 .. • -42.99 -42.99 • • 
LJ -20-80 -55.26 -55.28 • .. ·54 .13 -54.73 • • 
11-2'7 -80 -48.22 -48.22 • • -28.09 -28.09 • 
12-04-80 -46.82 -46.92 ... .. -25.89 -25.89 • • 
12-11-80 -18.37 -18.37 • ... 8.83 8.83 • • 
12-18-80 -44.32 -44.32 • .. -15. 51 -15.51 • • 
1 ~-25-80 -61.84 -61.114 ~ .. -11.67 -ll.(i7 .. • 





NET RETURNS FROM FEEDING CATTLE GENERATED 
BY THE SIMULATION MODEL ASSUMING THE UTILIZATION OF 
SELECTED HEDGING STRATEGIES III, UIA; IV, & IVA GIVEN THE 
TWO ALTERNATIVE FEEDING ASSUMPTIONS 
($/Head) 
SEiJ.tt I VE S ELW"i'Jw. 
FEEl)( I-t Ff.E.mll 
a:NT'INWJS FEflJltll ASSUIM'ICN ASSU\'Ffl<N (('M'INIKU'l VEIDit-G "-S5lM'TICN A..<;stMPTJc:N 
Strn t••gy Ill StratPgy IliA Strategy IV Strategy IVA 
150 ltiy Hedgt> >1nd 1-b ld Hedge lind Holrf Hedge Rnd H11dge and H<>ld 
Feerling Using l·utry rtules l's ing En tty R1lies, I~ld at ~~ Breakeven 
Period Based C\1 M>vlng !Vtwing Averuges, Sfrqtegy Elrealreven or or Better, Strategy 
End1ng: Average:~ Stop Loss Ill IliA Better Stop Loss IV IVA 
06-03-76 -36.44 -36.44 • • -10.34 -10.34 • • 
06-10.:76 -15. 10 -15.10 • • 2.49 2.49 • • 
06-17-76 -l. 11 -1.11 • • 14.89 14.89 .. • 
06-24-76 -26.74 -26.74 • • -26.22 -26.22 • • 
07-01-76 -27.36 -27.36 • • -4.59 -4.59 • • 
07-08-76 -69.00 -69.00 • • -35.24 -35.24 • • 
07-15-76 -63.62 -63.62 • • -27.13 -27.13 • • 
07-22-76 -55.79 -55. '19 • • -23.52 -23.52 • • 
07-29-76 -18.08 -18.08 -18.08 -18.08 -9.76 -9.76 -9.78 -9.76 
08-05-76 -26. 37 -26. 3'1 • • -6.19 -6.19 • • 
08-12-76 -22.32 -22.32 -22.32 -22.32 -8.47 -8.47 -8.47 -8.47 
08-19-76 -11.09 -13.09 • • -4.65 -4.65 • • 
08-26-76 -23.05 -23.05 • • -16,69 -16.69 • • 
09-02-76 -41. 10 -41.10 • • -17.05 -17.05 • • 
09-09-76 -47.18 -47.18 • • -11.08 -11.08 • • 
09-16-76 -52.86 -52.86 .. • -103.29 -58.61 • • 
09-23-76 -46.99 ·46.99 • • -122.09 -56.51 • • 
09-30-76 -14.93 -.14.93 -14.93 -14.93 2.57 2.57 2.57 2.57 
10-07-76 ··16. 24 -16.24 -16.2( -HI.24 -0.95 -0.95 -0.95 -0.95 
10-14-76 -22.73 -22.73 -22. '/3 -22.73 -21.87 -21.87 -21.87 -21.87 
10-21-76 -2.53 -2.53 -2.53 -2.53 -12.38 -12.38 -12.38 -12,38 
10-28-76 10.90 10.90 10.90 10.90 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
11-04-76 13.99 13.99 13.99 13.99 1.09 1.09 1.09 1.09 
11-ll-"76 20.17 20.17 20.17 20.17 28.84 28.84 28.84 28.84 
11··18-76 :!9.94 39.94 39.94 39 •. 94 34.91 34.91 34.91 34,91 
11-25-76 :12.46 32.46 32.46 32.46 31.39 31.39 31.39 31.39 
12-02-76 13.94 13.94 13.94 13.94 };1,•37 1J.J7 13.37 13.37 
12-09-76 41.96 41.98 41.96 41.96 36.87 16.87 ~6.87 36.87 
12-16-76 46.53 46.53 46.!i3 48.53 45.46 45.46 45.46 45.46 
12-23-16 30.35 30.35 JO . .J!i 30.35 :10.13 30.13 30.13 30.13 
l2-~0-16 8.92 8.92 '8.92 ' 8.92 8. 71 8.71 8. 71 8. 71 
Ol-06-77 H.U 47.13 ~.7 .13 ' 47.13 42.31 42.31 42.JI 42.31 
01-13-77 24.94 24.94 24.94 24.94 28 •. 50 28.50 28.50 28.50 
01-20-77 12.71 12. 'll !2,71 12.71 26.40 26.40 26.40 26.40 
01-27-77 24.37 24.37 24.37 H.37 15 .'58 !'5.58 15.58 15.58 
02-03-77 20.43 20.43 20, 4:s 20.43 13.69 13.69 13,69 13.69 
02-10-77 8.18 8.18 8.18 "-18 7.43 7.4;1 7.43 7.43 
02-17-77 -6.15 -6.15 -6.15 -6.15 -5.28 -5.28 -5.28 -$.28 
02-24-77 12.52 12.52 12.52 12.52 6.95 6.~5 6.95 6.95 
03-03-77 -4.70 -4.70 -4.70 -4.70 -2.47 -2.47 -2.47 -2.47 
03-10-77 2.85 'l. 85 2.85 2. 85 11.42 11.42 11.42 11.42 
03-17-77 1.82 1. 82 1. az 1.82 a. zs 8.25 8.25 8.25 
03-24-77 10.80 10.80 10.80 10.80 21.69 21.69 21.69 21.69 
03-31-77 7. J2 7.32 1.n 7. 32 0. 90 0.90 1), 90 0. 90 
04-07-7'/ -2.93 -2.93 -2.93 -2.93 -6.34 -6.34 -6.34 -6.34 
04-14-77 -14.91 -14.91 -14.91 -14.91 -13.09 -13.09 -13.09 -13.09 
04-21-77 -4.82 -4.82 -4.82 -4.82 -5.~7 -5.57 -5.57 -5.57 
04-28-77 3.16 ,] .16 3.16 3 .lli :J. 15 3.15 3.15 3.15 
05-05-77 !6. 57 16.57 16.57 16.57 11.21 U.21 11.21 11.21 
05-'12-17 21.79 21.79 21.79 ~1.79 19.97 19.9'1' 19.97 19.97 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
SELB'I'IVE SELEI::'l'IVE 
FEfDINJ FEIDIIC 
a:NI'Ii'«.WS FEED!Jit1 ASSI.MPl'ICN A'!fiTMPT'ICN a:Nf!NlU.JS FEEDI!'U ASStMI>TICN ASSlMP'I'ICN 
stffii;;fiy Ill Strategy IliA St r!lll.'gy--lv--"TI,:-;fiegyJYA -----
150 ~y Hf'dge and Hold Hedge and Hold Hedge and He•lge and ftlld 
Feeding Using Entt•y Rules Usmg Entry Rules, llo I <I at at Dr<!akeven 
Period Based 01 l'rtlv I ng Mbving Averages, St ra tcgy Bre&keven or or !letter, Strategy 
Ending: Averages Stop Loss Ill lilA llet ter Stop !,ass IV IVA 
05-19-77 20.06 20.06 211.06 20.06 19.73 19.73 19.73 19.73 
05-26-77 15.78 15.78 )5.78 15.78 15.02 15.02 15.02 15.02 
06-02-77 32.72 32.72 32.72 32.72 36.10 36.10 36.10 36.10 
06-09-77 34.13 34.13 34. 13 34.13 33.38 33.38 33.38 33.38 
06-16-77 24. 4'{ 24.47 24.47 24.47 17.84 17.84 17.84 17.84 
06-23-77 1.81 l. 81 1.81 I. 81 25.57 25.57 25.57 25.57 
06-30-77 16.46 16.46 16.46 16.46 35.05 35.05 35.05 35.05 
07-07-77 26.35 26.35 26.35 26.35 41.84 41.84 41.84 41.84 
07-14-"77 11.24 11. 24 11.24 11.24 25.03 25.03 25.03 25.03 
07-21-77 18.47 18.47 18.47 18.47 32.04 32.04 32.04 32.04 
07-28-77 25.39 25.39 25.39 25.39 21.97 21.97 21.97 21.97 
08-04-77 53.10 53.10 53.10 53.10 26.70 26.70 26.70 26.70 
08-11-77 49.73 49.73 49.73 49.73 34.24 34.24 34.24 34.24 
08-18-77 37.30 37.30 37.10 37.30 24.40 2•t. ~0 24.40 24.40 
08-25-77 49.93 49.93 49.93 49.93 40.78 40.78 40.78 40.78 
09-01-77 50.07 50.07 50.07 50.07 46.50 46.50 46.50 46.50 
09-08-77 40,87 40.87 40.87 40.87 47.84 47.84 47.84 47.84 
09-15-77 28.74 28.74 28.74 28.74 40.33 40.33 40.33 40.33 
09-22-77 11.12 11.12 11.1 z 11.12 19.12 19.12 19.12 19.12 
09-29-77 16.73 16.73 16.73 16.73 13.31 13.31 13.31 13.31 
10-06-77 7.74 7.74 7.74 7.74 7.20 7.20 7.20 7.20 
10-13-77 10.06 10.06 10.06 10.06 6.85 6.85 6.85 6.85 
10-20-77 27. 15 27.15 27.15 27.15 25.87 25.87 25.87 25.87 
10-27-77 27.44 27.44 H.H 27.44 26.69 26.69 26.69 26.69 
ll-1)3-77 19.31 19.31 19.31 19.31 17.72 17.72 17.72 17.72 
11-10-77 -5.95 -5.95 • .. 14.18 14.18 • • 
11-17-77 -12.90 -12.911 • • -2.90 -2.90 • • 
11-24-77 -18.69 -18.69 • • -4.07 -4.07 • • 
12-01-77 -11. 21 -11. 21 • • 7.58 -39.78 • • 
12-08-77 -33.21 -33.21 .. • -7.53 -54.98 .. • 
12-15-77 -24.31 -24.31 .. .. 3.95 -0.119 • • 
12-22-77 -0.39 -0.39 • • 18.57 -28.58 • • 
12-29-77 -53. 61 .. .. .. -1.56 • • • 
01-05-78 -44.56 • • • -4.20 • • • 
~1-12-78 -67.13 • • .. -8.22 • • • 
01-19-78 -70.96 • • .. -7.51 • • • 
01-26-78 -72,04 • • .. -6 .. 55 • .. • 
02-02-78 -81.17 .. • • -5.61 .. • • 
02-09-78 -85 0 36 .. • $ -11.04 .. • ~ 
02-16-78 -80.91 .. • • -10.13 • • • 
02-23-78 -66.76 * • .. -3.16 • • • 03-02-'/8 -73.13 • • • -7 ~·10 • • • 
03 ·09-78 -81. 49 • .. .. -16.75 • • • 
03-16-78 -77.47 .. .. .. -11.51 • • • 
03-23-78 73.80 .. • .. -19.01 " • • a:J-:10-78 89.53 ~ • • 1'1.48 .. • • 
04-06-78 61.59 .. </! -12.59 • • • 
04-13-78 59.51 .. • " -12.12 • • • 04-20-78 67.75 67.75 • • 3.69 8.69 • • 
04-27-78 70.14 70.14 .. • 12 .,05 12.05 • • 
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TABIE XI (continued) 
SEi':Fi':t'I VE - SELiftTVE 
I'EJ<DINJ FEIDIKl 
a::Nl'INUXJS FEEDII'U ASSl.MPTial ~lMPTI()II a:NI'INU:lJS FEEDIKl A..'\::;{MPI'ICN ASSl.MPTI()II 
Strategy Ill Strategy IliA St r11 tegy IV St rn ;;~y IVA 
150 l)ay tk."<lg" m<l Ibid IIE!dg" nnd Hold Hedge and H<'dP,I' 'llld Holrl 
Feeding Using Entry Rules Ustng Entry l!ules, Ibid at "' n, flokeven Period Based 01 l'ibv wg Moving Averages, Strategy Break even or or I":> I !er, Strategy 
Ending: t'\VPI"Bg'eS Stop Loss Ill IliA !let ler Stop Loss IV IVA 
05-04-78 49.05 49.05 • • -8.81 -8.81 • • 
05-11-78 45.14 45.14 • .. -ll. 75 ._ 11 75 • • 
05-18-78 36.17 36.17 • • -20.81 -20,~1 • • 
05-25-78 30,98 10.98 • • -26.11 -26' II • • 
06-01-78 61.42 61.42 • • 18.63 18.63 • 
06-08-78 61.12 61.12 .. .. 21.47 21.47 • • 
06-15-78 85.28 85.28 • .. 44.17 44.17 • • 
06-22-78 157.85 157.85 • • 55.63 55,63 • • 
06-29-78 107.31 107.31 • • 17.69 17.69 • .. 
07-06-78 84.90 84.90 • • 1. 97 1. 97 • • 
07-13-78 93.46 93.46 • .. 18.95 18.95 • • 
07-20-78 75.18 75.18 • • 9.59 9. 59 • • 
07-27-78 75.82 75.82 • • 13.60 13.60 • • 
08-03-78 68.76 -35.01 • • 24.13 -35.02 • • 
08-10-78 40.53 40.53 • • 10.37 to.n • • 
08-17-78 17.04 17.04 • • -8.29 -8.29 • • 
08-24-78 -23.55 -80.11 • • -18.28 -80.11 • • 
08-31-78 -16.37 • • • -11.65 • • • 
09-07-78 -36.13 -36.13 • • -25.92 -25.92 • • 
09-14-78 -44.39 -44.39 • • -32.00 -32.00 • • 
09-21-78 -8.60 -8.60 • • -0.40 -0.40 • • 
09-28-78 -3.83 -3.83 • • 5.12 5.12 • • 
10-05-78 -50.07 -50.07 • • -29.86 -29.86 • • 
10-12-78 -33.34 -33.34 • • 3.40 3.40 • • 
10-19-78 -47.16 -59.99 • • 5.44 5.44 • • 
10-26-78 3.45 3.45 • • 8.05 8.05 .. • 
11-02-78 -40. 61 -40.61 • • -11.53 -11.53 • • 
ll-09-78 -62.64 -62.64 • • -8.93 -8.93 • • 
11-16-78 -103.19 • • • -40.04 • • • 
11-23-78 -76.511 • • " -37.82 • • • 11-30-78 -fi4,76 -70.29 • • -4.70 -70.28 • .. 
12-07-78 -83.26 -7R. 38 .. • -l'.l.07 -78.38 • • 
, 12-14---iO -92.70. 69. til • .. -21.92 -89.16 • 
12-21-78 -106.05 -89.61 .. • -22. t 9 -89.61 • • 
12-28-78 -135.14 .. • • -65.25 • • • 
01-04-79 -126.75 .. .. .. -38.47 • .. • 
f)J-11-79 -109.59 .. • • -2'1. 90 • • • 
01-18-79 -9'/. 06 • • • ..18.56 .. .. • 
01-25-79 ~115 .OS • • .. -13.78 .. • • 
02 -(Jl-79 -:16.26 -36.26 • • -10.63 -10.63 * • 
02-08-79 -21!. 20 -28. 26 .. .. -17.J3 -1 '1, 23 • • 
02-15-79 -29.19 -29.19 <l • -17.62 -17.62 • • 
02-22-7~ -31. 21 -31.21 • • -30.21 -30.21 • • 
03-01-79 -50.64 -50.64 -50.64 -511.64 -51.45 -51.45 -51 .45 -51.45 
03-08-79 -29.28 -29.28 -29.28 -29.28 -21.79 -21.79 -21.79 -ll. 79 
03-15-79 -24.12 --24.12 • .. -18.77 -18.77 • • 
03-22-79 -49.27 -49.27 • .. -30.67 -30.67 • • 
03-29·-79 O.J7 0.37 O.J7 0.37 10.68 10.58 10.68 10.68 
04-1)5-79 -49.41 -49.41 .. • -32.24 -32.24 • • 
04 .. 12-79 -65.78 -65.78 • • -48.45 -48.45 • • 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
SEIK:I'IVE SEIK:I'IVE 
FF.I:DIMJ FEIDIMJ 
a:Nr!Nl.UJS FEEDII-U ASSlMPI'ION ASSlMPfiON a:NriNl.UJS FEEDII'G ASstMP'I'ION ASSlMPI'ION 
Strategy Ill St ra tl"gy IliA Strategy IV Strategy IVA 
150 D!y fledge and Ibid Hedge and Hole! Hooge and !ledge and Ibid 
F('eding Using Entry Rules Using F.ntry llules, Ibid at 11 t Break"'ven 
Period Based ()1 Mov i ng MOving AverHges, Strategy Break even or n•• !letter, Strategy 
Ending: Averages Stop Loss Ill IliA Better Stop Loss IV IVA 
04-19-79 -33.70 -33.70 -33.70 -33.70 -35.24 -35.24 -35.24 -35.24 
04-26 -79 -3.69 -3.69 -3.69 -3.69 -19.13 -19.13 -19.13 -19.13 
05-03-79 5. 28 5.28 • * 8.80 8.80 • * 
05-10-79 25.58 25.58 • • 37.67 37.67 * • 05-17-79 15.98 15.98 15.98 15.98 30.60 30.60 30.60 30.60 
05-24-79 -30.67 -30.67 • • 3.51 3. 51 • • 
05;_31-79 87.21 87.21 • • 21.71 21.71 * * 
06-07-.79 76.00 76.00 • • 12.74 12.74 • • 
06-14-79 59.00 59.00 • • 13.39 13.39 • • 
06-21-79 -9.75 -9.75 • • 38.80 38.80 • • 
06-28-79 -19.69 -19.69 .. • 30.58 30.58 • • 
07-09-79 -56. 21 -56,21 $ • 13.93 13.93 • • 
07-16-79 -29.91 -29.~1 • .. 6.34 6.34 • • 
07-23-79 -6.95 -6.95 ~ • 45.57 45.57 • • 
07-30-79 1.92 1.92 • • 16.10 76.10 • • 
08-02-79 -54.62 -51.32 • • 35" 15 -51.32 * • 
08-09-79 -111.79 • • • -14.56 • • • 
08-16-79 -108.99 -103.25 • .. -]6,95 -103.25 • • 
08-23-79 -26.38 • • • -95.28 * • • 
08-30-79 -59.30 • .. .. -107.61 • • • 
09-06-79 -68.58 -68.58 • .. -96.58 -89.21 .. • 
09-13-79 -85.63 -85.63 • • -91).05 -101.81 • .. 
09-20-79 -61.28 -61.28 • • -90.06 -86.80 • • 
09-~7-79 -66.22 -66.22 • .. -103.25 -95.54 • • 
10-04-79 -58.61 -li8.61 • • -9:1.77 -85.87 • • 
10-11-79 -18.02 -18.02 • .. -72.39 -69.27 .. • 
10-18-79 -so. 84 -50.84 • • -101. 2:-i -89.55 • • 
10-25-79 -105.70 -112.89 • .. -33.71 -112.89 • • 
11-01-79 -73.91 -73.91 .. • -33.59 -111.66 • • 
11-08-79 -82.39 -82.39 • • -40.12 -50.63 • • 
11-15-79 -61.77 -61.77 • • -26.46 -10.59 • • 
ll-22-79 -55.61 -55.61 • • -29.32 -29.32 • • 
11-29-79 -3.45 -3.45 • • 23.16 23.16 • • 
12-06-79 16.17 16.17 • .. 41.44 -37.28 • • 
12-13-79 -55.57 -55.57 • .. -3.48 -82.30 • • 
12-20-79 -50.53 -50.53 • • -19.67 -97.79 .. • 
12-27-79 -55.29 -55.29 • • -7,94 -84.18 • • 
01-03-80 -75.38 -75.38 • .. -16.47 -16.47 • • 
01-10-80 23.37 23.37 • • 7.03 7.03 • • 
Ot-17-80 32.84 32.84 .. • 30. t7 30.17 • • 
01-24-80 0.18 0.18 • • 12.56 12.56 • • 
01-31-80 -30.76 -30.76 * .. -5.39 -5.39 • • 
02-07-80 -48.79 -48.79 • .. -22.06 -22.06 • • 
02-14-80 --.!3. 87 -23.87 • • -3.60 -3.60 • • 
02-21-qo -47. 37 -47.37 • • -23.09 -23.09 • • 
02-28-80 -16.62 -16.62 -16.62 -16.62 25.11 25.11 25.11 25.11 
03-06-80 .. 14.56 -14.56 -14.56 -14.56 -7.65 -7.65 -7.65 -7.65 
03-13-80 -11.74 -lt. 74 • • 2.17 2.17 • • 
03-20-80 59. 1.4 59.14 59.14 59.14 31. JO 31.10 11 .10 31.10 
03-27-80 75,56 75.56 75.56 75,56 24". 76 24.76 24.76 24.76 
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TABLE XI (continued) 
SELFr:l'IVE SELFCriVE 
FEEDII'G I'I.ID!Kl 
flNI'INUJJ~ FEEDII'G ASSlMPJ'IOO 1\SSlMPJ'ICN ClNI'INlUJS FF.fl)H.C ·\SSlMP'I'ICN ASSU\1PTICN 
STNit;;~ T-, ~---slriltegyiTIA srr;r;:gv-1\ ··-· iTrategy I Vr'. ----
!50 r.ov Jh'd~o.~· ;·ld ll••dgr> und llo I d l·l<'dge 1111d ll<•<lgP and l~ld 
Feed in~ Us1ng J-:nt1 v llules Using Entry Rules, Ibid at at Break even 
PeriiJd llased 1At ~tw I ng 1\t>v 111g Aver· ages, Strutegy llreakev<>n <>r or lk•ttor, Strategy 
Endtng: 'V<' rllges Stop Loss Ill IliA Better Stop Loss IV IVA 
04-n~-so 69.96 69.96 69.9fi GIL 96 45.07 45.07 45.07 45.07 
04-10-80 51.69 51.69 51.69 :.1.69 52,31 5?.. :n 52. :JJ 52 .. 11 
04-17-80 34.96 34.96 34.96 34.96 31.11 31.11 31.11 31 .11 
04-24 -HO 38.05 38.05 38.05 38.05 35.3'1 :15.37 3 5. 37 15.37 
05-0!-80 61.77 61.77 61.77 61.77 68.72 ~8. 72 68.72 68.72 
05-08-80 :13.11 33.11 33.11 33.ll 20.48 20.48 20.48 20.48 
05-15-AO 50.36 50.36 ~0.36 50.36 57.85 57.85 57.85 57.85 
05-22-RO 56. 12 56.12 56.12 . 56.12 55.60 55.60 55.60 55,60 
05-29-Hil 18.66 18.66 18.66 18.66 59.47 59.47 59.47 59.47 
06-05-·80 lO. 05 10.05 • • 33.66 33.66 • • 
06-12-80 -14. 51 -14. 51 .. • 6.76 6.76 • • 
06-19-80 -26.18 -26.18 • ~ 3.82 3.82 • • 
06-26-80 -0.65 -0,65 -0.65 -0.65 8.17 8.17 8.17 8.17 
07-03-80 -65.72 -65.72 • • -54.18 -89. 44 • • 
07-10-80 -59.50 -59.50 • • -19. 72 -76.48 • • 
07-17-80 -40.78 -40.78 • • -46.75 -60.40 • • 
07-24-!10 -57. 42 -57.42 • • -30.63 -83.71 • • 
07-31-80 -'10. 55 -70. 55 .. .. -46.49 -77.96 • • 
08-07-80 -50.78 -50.78 • • -20.98 -82.22 • • 
08-14-80 ... 9.15 -49. 15 • • -3.34 -85,88 • • 
08-21-80 -16. 0~ -16.05 • • 55.29 -27,04 • • 
08-28-80 -11.78 -11.78 • • 45.12 -34.65 • • 
09-04-90 -38.39 -38.39 .. • 30.21 -50,69 • • 
09-lt -80 -56.76 -52. 24 • 31 .• 07 -52.24 • • 
09-18-HO -65.35 -65.35 • 13. 10 -69.76 • • 
09-25-HO -fil.64 -61.64 • • 8.39 -74.66 • • 
10-02-80 -56.49 -511.49 .. 16 .. 21- -64.20 • .. 
10-09-80 -96.89 -90.92 .. -8.35 -90.92 • • 
10-.16-80 -95.32 -79. 37 • • 2.68 -79,87 • • 
10-23-80 -78. 3t -78.34 • $ -11.03 -11.03 • • 
10-30-80 -6-1.07 -64. 0'7 .. • 5 .• 99 5.99 • • 
11 -06-~0 -:in.74 -56. 74 • • -8_00 -8.00 • • 
11-13-80 -?.7. 54 -27.54 "' .. t3.87 13.87 • • 11-20-80 -58.61 -58.61 • • -55.28 -55.28 • • 
11-27-80 -26.67 -26. 67 * 23.92 23. 9Z • • 
12-04-qo -39.89 -39.89 • • 8.06 8.06 • • 
12-11-80 s. 83 8. 83 " • 35.05 35.05 • • 12-18-80 -15.51 -15.51 • .. 10.71 10.71 • • 
12-25-80 -38. 37 -38. 37 .. 0.67 0.67 • 
------·----
* DFCISTCN RULES DICI'ATID 1HAT rATn.E J>Or HE Pl.PCID tN FEEil OORII't'J TIHS Tli\E PffiiCV. 
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TABLE XII 
NET ll ETURNS FROM FEEDING CATTLE C:ENERATED 
RY THE SIMULATION MODEL ASSUMING THE UTILIZATION OF 
~FLEI'TEJ> HEDGING STRATEGJES V, VA, Vl, & VIA GIVEN THE 
TWO 1\ LTEH N ;\TlVE FEEDrNG ASSUMPTIONS 
($/HPadj 
--------Sf.Cf.rTI VE -- ··--~ SH..tefTVE 
fFEDII<U FEmi!C 
C(NI'INLUB l·i.W/~10 i\SSUVPTICN !}_~~!!!'!f'l'TCN CCNI'INOCU3 FEfDIN:::i ASSlMP'flCN ~10>1 
si'r-;;t egy V ..: --sii·ntegy VA - - ''\r'A'i"e(rV V I - :;trategv VIA -
150 J)ly HNlge &: Ho 1 d Hedge &: llo ld at ~k1l t 1 pIP Hetlg 111g Bllsed l\tlllrpiP lk>d!Pilg Based 
FI'Pdlng .\I $2.00/cwt. $2.00/cwt. Pro f1 t on Vbving Average on Jlltw i llf~ .'\vPrage> 
Periorl Profit 01 or n ... tter with Slop <:trategy J',>d\fl iqUP lk•nor 1 ng TPt•hn 1que Honor rng Strategy 
Ending: Better Loss Prov 1 s 1 on v VA P1·ev ious Signals Previous Signal~ With VI VIA 
Stop Loss Provision 
06-03-76 12. OJ 12.03 • • 33.92 33.92 • • 
06-10-76 24.89 24.89 • • 53.66 53.66 • • 
06-17-76 37.39 37.39 • • 78,36 78.36 • • 
06-24-76 -4.00 -4.00 • • -40.61 -40.61 • • 
07-01-76 17.91 17.91 • -41. IS -41 '18 • • 
07-08-76 -13.60 -13.60 • -82.78 -82.78 • • 
07-15-76 -5.47 -5.47 • • -77. 3~ -77.35 • • 
07-22-76 -I. 84 -1.84 • .. -80.93 -80.93 • • 
07-29-76 12.88 12.88 12.88 12.88 -65.12 -65.12 -65.12 -65.12 
08-05-76 16.37 16.37 • • -75.09 -75.09 • • 
na -12-76 13.90 13.90 13.90 13.90 -71. 10 -71.10 -71.10 -71.10 
08-19-76 17.76 17.76 • -59.55 -59,55 • 
08-26-76 5. 77 5.77 • • -20.39 -20.39 • • 
09-02-76 -73.1!5 -67.16 .. -311.49 -:18.49 • • 
0~-09-76 -83,68 -61.98 • • -44.61 -44.61 • • 
09-16-76 -103.29 -58,61 • • -50.32 -50.32 • • 
09-23-76 -122.09 -56.51 • • -44.50 -44.50 .. • 
09-30-76 -101.33 -47.47 -101.33 -47.47 .. [2,46 -12.46 -12.46 -12.46 
10-07-76 13.48 13.48 13.48 13.48 -13.81 -t:l.Rl -13.81 -13.81 
10-14-76 0.59 0. 59 0. 59 0. 59 25' 90 25.90 25.90 25.9Q 
10-21-76 -4.04 -4.04 -4.04 -4.04 19.13 19.13 19.13 19.13 
10-28-76 23.59 23.59 23.59 23.59. 18.96 18.96 18.96 18.96 
11-04-76 9.12 9.12 9.12 q,l2 22.00 22.00 22.00 22.00 
11-11-76 28.84 28.84 28.84 28.84 28.55 28.55 28.55 28.55 
11-18-76 34.~1 34.91 34.91 34. 9! 44.40 44.40 44.40 44.40 
11 ·25-76 1l.J9 31.39 31 .. 19 31.39 40.22 40.22 40.22 40.22 
[2-02-76 16.05 16.05 16.05 16.05 28.52 28.52 28.52 28,j2 
12-0!l-76 :16.87 36.87 36.87 36.87 47.11 47.11 47.11 47.11 
12-16-76 15.46 45.46 45.46 45. t6 49.30 49.50 49,50 49.50 
12-23-76 30.13 30.13 30.13 :;o. 13 13.94 13. !14 13.94 13.94 
12-30-76 19,94 19.94 19.94 19,94 -6.72 -ii. 7 2 -~.72 -6.72 
01-1!6-77 43.60 43.60 43.60 43.60 30.72 30.72 30.72 30.72 
01-13-77 38.64 38.64 Jll.li4 38.64 19.74 19.74 19.74 19.74 
ot .. zo-77 26.40 26.40 l6. 40 26.40 7.42 7. 42 7,42 7.42 
01-l'l-77 -:JO.ZU -38.93 -30.20 -38.93 18.97 18.97 18.97 18.97 
02-03-77 -29.64 -:18.46 -29.64 -38.46 15.?.7 15.27 15.27 15.27 
02-10-77 24.57 24.57 24.57 24.57 J,63 3. 63 3.63 3.63 
02-17-77 17' 09 17.09 17.09 17.09 -10,22 -10.22 -10. ~2 -10.~2 
02-24-77 27.72 27' 72 ~7. 72 27. 12 -~. :;3 -2.53 -2.53 -2.53 
OJ-03-77 19.11 19.11 19.11 19. t 1 -24.22 -24.22 -24.22 -24.22 
OJ-10-77 12.71 12.71 12.71 12.71 -20.76 -20.76 -20.76 -20.76 
03-17-77 12 '00 12.00 12.00 12.011 -21. AS -21.88 -21.88 -2t.R8 
o:1. 24-77 ~!.69 21.69 21.59 21.69 -12. 'l9 -12.99 -12.99 -12.99 
OJ-31-77 22.36 22,36 22.:16 22.36 -11i Oil -l6.ll8 -16.118 -16.08 
04-07-77 I .36 1.36 l. 36 1. 3(l -26.'i0 -26.70 -26.70 -26,70 
04-H-77 14.. qs 14..9H 14.96 14. 9G - 28. ·IM -U.48 -7.8.48 -28.48 
04-?, l-77 ->.57 -5.57 -:,,;;7 -5.57 -ll.il!l -11.68 -11.68 -11.68 
04-?H-77 9.57 9, 57 9.37 9. 57 -11. 25 -11. 25 -ll.l5 -ll. 25 
lh· 05-77 14.10 14. 10 14.10 14.10 9 u: .. ~ ~.75 9.75 9. 7j 
il~-12-77 15. 04. 25.04 25.04 25.04 -2.61 -2.61 -2.61 -2.61 
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1'ART,E X If (continued) 
SELEri'IVE SELEri'IVE 
I'Ef'])[NJ FEEDIM:l 
CXNI'!Nl.UJS T'EEDII'C ASS!.MPI'ICN ~'i~l.~l(!/ CXNI' [N{UJS FEEDII'C ASSllW'TICl-1 ASSI.Mf7!' ICN 
St ra tPgy V Strategy VA - 'ltrnt<'gy VI - ···---~ .. ,·v vrx-:-
150 lfly Hedge &: Ho I <I Hedge &: llold a.t M.ll I i pie Hedging Based ~tilt tpl· '!edging Based 
Fet>dt ng ,\I $2.00/ew' $7. 00/cwt. Profit on M>vtng Aver11ge on IVbv wg Ave rag<' 
Pertod Profit or or Retter w1th Stop ~trategy TPchn ique llonor i ng Technique Honoring Strategy 
Ending: Better Loss Prov 1 c; i on v VA Pt•evi ous SiJST~III s Pl'eVIOU~ 'iignals With VI VIA 
'Jtop Loss Provi s JOn 
----·---~ ---------· 
05-19-77 22.41 22.41 22.41 22.41 -4.20 -4.20 -4.20 -4.20 
05-26-77 15. 25 15.25 15.25 15.25 -8.52 -8.52 -8.52 -8.52 
06-02-77 36.10 16.10 36. 10 36. JO 8.47 8.47 8.47 8.47 
06-09-77 33.38 33.311 33.38 33.38 10 •. 10 111 .. 10 10. JO 10.30 
06-16-77 24.80 24.80 24.80 24.80 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 
06-23-77 25.57 25.57 25.57 25.57 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 
06-30-77 35.05 35.05 35.05 35.05 18.30 18,30 18.30 18.30 
07-07-77 44.51 44.51 44.51 44.51 15.42 15.42 15.42 15.42 
07-14-77 33.53 33,53 33.53 33.53 -3.96 -3.96 -3.96 -3.96 
07-21-77 38.40 38.40 38.40 38.40 3. 26 3.26 3. 26 3.26 
07-28-77 40.20 40.20 40.20 40.20 10.16 10.16 10.16 10.16 
08-04-77 26.70 26.70 26.70 2H.70 10.21 10.21 10.21 10.21 
08-11-77 34.24 34.24 34.24 34.24 8.22 8.22 8.22 8.22 
08-18-77 24.40 24.40 24.40 24.40 5.09 5.09 5.09 5.09 
08-25-77 40.78 40.78 40.78 40.78 38,1)3 38.03 38.03 38.03 
09-01-77 46.50 46' 50 46.50 46.50 33.JZ 33.32 33.32 33.32 
09-08-77 47.84 47.84 47.84 47.84 29.65 29.65 29.65 29.65 
09-15-77 40.33 40.33 40.33 40.J3 23.19 23.19 23.19 23,19 
09-22-77 19.12 19.12 19. 12 l9 .12 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
09-29-77 16.52 16.52 16.'12 16.52 36.62 36.62 36.62 36.62 
10--06-77 10.51 -46.20 10. :)J -46.20 30.49 30.49 30.49 30.49 
10-13-77 15.28 15.28 15.28 15.28 33. 15 33.15 33.15 33.15 
10-20-77 34.53 34.53 34.53 34.53 24.96 24.96 24.96 24.96 
10-27-77 28.83 28.83 28.83 28.83 1'1. 27 17.27 17.27 17.27 
11-03-77 9.96 -33.00 9.96 -3' till 3,10 3.10 3.10 3.10 
ll-10-77 10.40 -31. 84 .. • -23. zo -23. 20 • • 
11-17-77 3.49 - 19.80 • • -14.33 -14.33 • • 
11-24-77 4. 20 -50.80 • • -14.93 -14.83 • , 
12-01-77 11.62 -39.78 .. • -9.87 -9.87 ~ • 
12-08-77 12.33 -54. 98 $ • -18.20 -18.20 • 
12-15-77 22.60 -0.89 -12.19 -12.19 .. • 
12-22-77 26.31 -21!. 58 • • 27.45 27.45 • • 
12-29-77 -1.56 • • .. -23.42 .. • • 
01-05-78 -4.20 • • • -25.98 • • • 
Ol-12-78 -8.22 • .. -48.84 • • • 
01-19-78 -7.51 .. • -~2.65 • .. • 
01-26-78 -6.53 • .. • -53.85 • • .. 
02-02-78 -5.61 $ .. -63.11 * • • 02-09-78 l. 01 .. -55.85 • • • 
02-16-78 7.85 .. • • -34. 83 • • 
02-23-78 18.42 • .. 9 .. 13 * .. .. 03-02-78 14.51 • .. • 6. 35 * • 03-09-78 4, 90 • * .. 26.01 • • .. 
03-16-78 10 .l9 • $ • 44.96 • • .. 
0~-23-78 2~7'2 * • 73.80 • • • 
03-30-78 41. 26 • • 89.53 .. • 
04-06-78 9. 2:! * • • 61.58 " • • 04-13-78 ~L 75 • • 63.04 • • • 
04-~0-78 10. l'i 30,47 • 67. 9fi 67.95 • • 
04-27-78 33.90 33.90 * '10. 4fi 70.46 • 
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TABLE XII (<'ontinued} 
SELErl'IVE SELFCl'IVE 
FEFDII'G FEHJII'G 
CINrlNI.UJS ~llr. ~<;SlMf'flCN ASSU'vll'f I!~ ilM'INU:US FEE!Jitc A..'!Sl.MPTICN ASSU'vll'f I CN 
StrntPgy V- Stl'<lt<>gy VA- -Strai<'KY V! - St rnT(.gy VIA -
150 r:ay Hedge ,\ llo I d lledg<' .~ lkll d at iltll t iple ll<'dging Oas"d IVillt 1ple Hedging Based 
FePding At $2. 00/ewt. $2 ,Ill] /c'Wt • Profit on 1\tw 1 ng Ave rage on M:J vi ng Av" rage 
Period Profit or or Better w1lh Stop Strategy Tf'<•hn 1 que lklnor i ng Teehn1que Honor1ng Strategy 
Ending: Bel fer Loss Provt,lon v VA Previous SlgnBls Prr-v1ous Signal• With Vl VIA 
Stop Loss ProvJston 
05-04-78 13.0~ 13.03 • * 74.09 74.0\1 • • 
05-11-78 10. 12 10.12 • • 88.01 88.01 • • 
05-18-78 I. 06 1.06 • • 103.53 !OJ,SJ • 
05-25-78 -4 ,,'() -4.20 • • 130.49 130.49 • • 
06-01-78 40.82 40.82 • • 136.26 136.26 • • 
06-0il-78 43.70 43.70 • • J23.64 123.64 • • 
06-15-78 66.46 66.46 • • 147.97 147.97 • • 
06-22-78 78.20 78.20 • • 157.97 157.97 • • 
06-29-78 39 ,ti2 39.62 • • 107.34 107.34 • • 
07-06-78 23.91 23,91 • • 81.70 111.70 • • 
07-13-78 40.91 40.91 • • 89.71 89.71 • • 
07-20-78 31.78 31.78 • • 73.33 73.33 • • 
07-27-78 35.84 35.84 • • n.ss 73.65 • • 
08-03-78 46.11 -35.02 • * 56.95 -35.02 • • 
08- t0-78 31.:19 31.39 * • 26.02 26.02 • • 
08-17-78 13.13 13.13 .. * 3.35 3.35 • • 
08-24-78 4. 08 -80.11 • • -24.92 -80.11 • • 
08-31-78 10.77 • • • -11.60 • • • 
09-07-78 -4.00 -4.00 • • -7.97. -7.97 • • 
09-14-78 -10.05 -10.05 • ~ 2.60 2.60 • • 
09-21-78 21.68 2l.68 $ • 19.21 19.21 • • 
09-28-78 27.26 27.26 .. • 24.01 21.01 • • 
10-05-78 -9.92 -9.92 • • -16.62 -16.1;2 • • 
10-12-78 -19.92 -61.14 • • ·-19.56 ··1 q. 58 • • 
10-19-78 -42.22 -59. 99 • • -34.99 -59.98 • • 
10-26-78 -58.94 -58. 94 • "' 2ll.49 20.49 • • ll-02-78 -59. 00 -~9.00 • .. -'1.35 -7.35 • • 
11-09-78 -55.06 -55.06 • ... . 2!1. 31 -29. Jl • • 
11-16-78 -18.21 • • .. -52.87 • • • 
ll-23-78 -15.97 • • • -18.19 • * 11-30-78 -17.39 -70.28 • -15.73 -'10.28 • 
12-07-78 -32.53 -78.38 • • -35.74 -78.38 • 
12-14-78 -JO. 80 -89. 16 • * -45.11 -39.16 • .. 
12-21-78 -29.60 -89. o1 • • -48.27 -89.61 • • 
[2-28-78 -tiS. 25 • • -77.31 • • 
01-04-79 -38.47 * * • - 5~. 47 * .. • 
01-11-79 -6.Z8 * • • -17.20 • • • 
01-18-79 3.01 .. • 17.30 * • • 
01-25-79 7.79 • • • 19.62 • • 
02-01· 79 11.34 11.54 * 64.20 64.20 * 
02-08-79 5.09 -R2 .. 19 • • 44.20 44.20 • • 
02-15-79 4. 56 -!13. 23 47.55 47.55 • • 
02-22-73 -8.45 -8. 45 • 28.66 ~8.66 • • 
33-01-79 -29.68 -29. 68 -29.68 -?9.68 47.03 47.03 47.03 47.03 
03-08-79 -10.~5 -10.30, -10 .. 15 -10.35 g I. 16 d 1. !fl 81. 16 81.16 
03-15-79 3.65 3.65 86.-17 86. n • 
03-22-79 -8.61) -~.60 • * 87.92 87.92 • • 
03-29-79 31.49 31 '49 31.49 31.49 122.65 122. 6f> 122.65 122.65 
04-05-79 -10.31 -lll.Jl .. '1:!. 20 73.20 • * 04-12-79 - ~6. 13 -26.73 &6.72 :i6. 72 • 
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TABLE XI I (cant inued) 
SFJ, Er::T'I VE SEI..EeriVE 
rEmll'C FEEIJI!n 
c:ml'INU:US FF.EJ)IJil'"; ASSlMP1'1CN A.'i.~IMF'J'ICN ((lllf!NTUJS FEEDINJ ASSU\llrnrn ASstMPI' I CN 
···-·strntel{v VA-- ------ s t'"'-i i7-f{Yvl i\'7""' :'> t rll tPgy ', Strategy VI 
150 !))y Hedge & fuld Hedge & Ibid at lltJit tple Hedging Based Mllttple HPdgtng Based 
Feeding At $2.00/cwt. $2. 00/<"Wt. Profit on 1\tlving Average on Mbvtng Average 
PPr loft Pro rt t or or Better wt th Stop Str11tegy Tf'chntque llonoring l'pchn i que Honoring Strategy 
Ending: Better Loss Provision v VA Previous Stgnal s Previ<!US Stgnats With VI VIA 
Stop Los~ PrOVISion 
·----~- --·~-----
04-19-79 -12.61 -12.61 -12 .til -12.61 86,!4 86.14 86.14 86. It 
04-26-79 3.08 3. 08 3. 08 3.08 133.22 133.22 133.22 133.22 
05-03-79 31.19 31 .19 • • 125.20 125.20 • .. 
05-10-79 59.87 59.87 • $ ll2.1lll 112.68 • • 
05-17-79 52.61 52.61 52.61 52.61 102.69 102.6!1 102.69 102.69 
05-24-79 25.55 25.55 • 57.85 57.85 • 
05-31-79 44.21 44.21 • • 57.81 57.111 • • 
06-07-79 35.60 35.60 • • 46.58 46.58 • • 
06-14-79 35.74 35.74 • • 10,87 10.87 • * 
06-21-79 61. lO 61.10 • • -36.34 -18.82 • • 
06-28-79 52.68 52.68 • .. -46.23 -40.88 • • 
07-09-79 32.87 32.87 • • -79.66 -66.89 • • 
07-16-79 28.61 28.61 • • -88,93 -70.52 • .. 
07-23-79 66.93 66.93 • • -76.08 -35.63 • • 
07-10-79 97.98 97.98 • • -68.85 -61.67 • • 
08-02-79 -166,68 -51. 32 • • -125.43 -5t.Jl • • 
08-09-79 -194.57 • • • -182.65 • • • 
08-16-79 -138,57 -103.25 • -123.75 -103.25 • • 
08-23-79 -95.28 • • -75.65 • • .. 
08-30-79 -107,61 • • • -88.01 • • "' 09-06-79 -96.58 -89 .ll • • -76.98 --112.54 • • 
09-13-79 -90.05 -101.81 • • -70.45 -117.92 • .. 
09-20-79 -90.06 -86.80 • -57. u -57. 11 • * 
09-27-79 -103. 25 -95. 54 • -62.10 -62.10 • • 
10-04-79 -93.77 -85.87 .. -H.86 -85.46 • • 
10-!1-79 -72.39 -69.27 • .. ·fr7.7'2 --71.69 ., • 
10-18-79 -101.25 -89.55 • .. -Rl.IIR -A6.~fJ • .. 
10-25-79 -12.21 -112.89 • • --48.112 -109,67 • • 
ll-01-79 -12.10 -Ill. 26 • -II .38 -112.54 • ~ 
11-08-79 -18.31 -118.39 • -6.ti8 -110.44 • • 
11-15-79 -4.52 -104.41 • • 33.36 _q0,83 * • 
11-22-79 -7.63 .. 106.29 ~ • 45.31 -105,00 • .. 
11-29-79 42.99 -56.27 • • :.o. 2:1 50.23 • • 
;z-06-79 63. 14 -37.28 .. .. 64.89 84.89 • .. 
12-13-79 18.77 -82.30 • • 52.40 52. 10 • • 
12-Z0--79 2.05 -97,79 • * 71.87 11. A7 • 
12-27-79 14.50 -84 .18 * • 68.90 68.90 .. • 
~1-03-SO 5.80 5,80 * 49.93 49.93 • • 
01-10-80 28.98 28.88 • • 41.50 4],50 • • 
01-17-i!O 52.23 52.23 • • 50.~9 50.99 * 
01-24--80 34.18 14. 18 * • l.il.33 18.39 • • 
OJ-31-80 :Hi .01 16. OJ • • -12. 4'!. -12.~2 * • 02 .. 07-30 -:80.87 104.71 • -30. 10 --10.46 • 
02-14-BO 18.57 1 H. 57 • • -5.22 -5.22 
02-21-80 .. 0.12 .. 0.12 • • -5.72 -:..72 • 
02-28-RO n1.11 25. ll 25. J 1 25.11 50.98 so.~e 50.98 50.98 
03-06-80 14.50 14. 50 14. 50 14.50 !i3.l0 5:1.10 53.10 53.10 
03-13-80 25.50 25.50 ~ 56.78 56.78 • • 
03-20-80 J2. 71 J2. 71 3'l. 71 n.11 '15.47 H5. 17 A5.47 85.47 
03-27--80 t3- 49 43.49 43.49 43.49 IJ9.9\I 89.99 39.99 89.99 
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TABLE XII (con t i nued) 
SELEr:riVE SEI..F.r'J' I VE 
FEIDINJ FEFDINJ 
a:NI'I NTDJS FEED! NG ASSU\1PJ'J C1'l ASSI.MPI'IC1'1 CX.NTINUXJS FEEDIOO ASSUIIP'riCN ASSUIIP'r I (}II 
Strategy V - Strategy VA - Strategy VI - Strategy VIA -
150 Illy Hedge c!c fbld Hedge c!c fklld at Milt I pIe fledgIng Based MJI t iple Hedging Based 
Feeding At $2.00/cwt. $2. 00/cwt. Profit on Moving Average on MOving Average 
PeriOd ProfIt or or Better with Stop Strategy Technique Honoring Technoque lbnoring Strategy 
Ending: Better Loss Provision v VA Previous Signals Prev1ous Signals With VI VIA 
Stop Loss Provision 
04-03-80 45.07 45.07 45.07 45.07 49.97 49.97 49.97 49,97 
04-10-80 52.31 52 .ll 52.31 52.31 48.84 48.84 48.84 48.84 
04-17-80 31.11 31.11 ll.ll 3l.U ti2,99 62.99 62.99 62.99 
04-24-80 3a. 37 35.37 35,37 35.37 -52.80 -52.80 -52.80 -52.80 
05-01-80 68.72 68.72 68.72 68.72 -43.59 -43.59 -43.59 -43.59 
05-08-80 30.65 30.65 30.65 30.65 -48.21 -48.21 -48.21 -48.21 
05-15-80 57.85 57.85 5'1. 85 57.85 -47. 12 -47.12 -47.12 -47.12 
05-22-80 55.60 55.60 55.60 55.60 -38.72 -38.72 -38.72 -38.72 
05-29-80 59.47 59.47 59.47 59.47 -36. 10 -36.10 -36.10 -36.10 
06-05-80 -58.78 -46.83 • • -45.09 -72.11 • • 
06-12-80 29.92 29.92 • • -43.70 -78. I J • .. 
06-19-80 26.79 26.79 • .. -l4 .34 -85.28 • • 
06-26-80 -15.14 -70.39 -15.14 -70.:19 43.93 43.93 43.93 43.93 
07-03-80 -54.18 -89.44 • • 4.89 4.H9 • • 
07-10-80 -49.72 -76.48 • • 9.35 9.35 • • 
07-17-80 -46.75 -60.-10 • • 26.49 26.49 • • 
07-24-80 -30.63 -83.71 • • 10.62 10.62 • • 
07-31-BD -46.49 -77.96 • • 3.29 3.29 • • 
08-07-80 -20.98 -82.22 • • 16.22 16.22 • • 
08-14-80 9.57 -85.88 .. • 1 '7, 04 -84.27 • • 
08-21-80 24.09 -27.04 • -7.68 -25.11 • • 
08-28-80 67.39 -34. 65 • • -6.73 ·22. 82 • • 
1)9-04-80 52.30 -50.69 .. • -20. 0\t -48.77 • • 
09-11-80 12.25 -52.24 • • -30.05 -50.63 • .. 
09-18-80 35.54 -69.76 • • -39.05 -ti6.45 • • 
09-25-80 30.06 -74.66 • • -:l5 "03 -71.95 • .. 
10-02-80 38.45 -64.20 • • -43.96 -62.60 • ""' 10-09-80 13.21 -90.92 • • - 11.64 -ij9 .31 • • 
10-16-30 24.23 ~4.23 -~5.88 -78.26 • 
10-23-80 11.76 11.76 ~ • -tlO.U4 -60.04 .. • 
10-30-80 16.19 16. 19 • * -45.63 -45.63 • • 
11-06-SO 15. 12 15.12 • •· -39. IH -3~.18 • • 
ll-13-80 -32.10 -32.10 .. .. -53.50 -53.50 • • 
11-20-80 -55.28 -ss.zs • • -76.68 -76.u8 • • 
11-27-80 -48.22 -48.22 • • '-6U. 62 . :; ~, 'l2 • • 
12-04-30 -46.82 -46. S2 .. .. -68.04 -73.74 • • 
12-u-ao 56.50 56,50 "' ,. -39.59 -39.59 • • 12-18-80 -44.32 -67.38 .. • --17.99 -61.63 • .. 
12-25-l!O -61.84 -61. 84 • • -41. 59 --41. :J9 • 
~ !EISICN HIJLES ntGrATEil 1HAT C'A'ITLE !Dl' llE I'LN.l<D 04 Fl:.l'D [XJRJfor. '!HIS TIJVE PII1Uill. 
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TABLE XIII 
NET RETURNS FROM FEEDING CATTLE GENERATED 
BY THE SIMUI,ATJON MODEL ASSUMING THE UTILIZATION OF 
SELECTED HEDGING STRATEGIES Vll AND VIlA GIVEN THE 
TWO ALTERNATIVE FEEDIN(J ASSUMP'rJONS, ANn ACTUAL AND PHO,JECTED 
C/\'l' I'LL I'I{J<:i·;,,, \.'1\LCUL.\TED ILif·;Ahl~VENS, At-lll PRU.Jt<:c 'I'Lli r' Ef' I{ LTU H NS 
($/!IC'nd) 
,. _ _.- --- ------- ·----
SFUrl'fYF 
FEI'lliJIU 
CXNrlNlUJS F'l'HHNJ ASSUWf1CN ~_JCN 
Stratep,"y VII - Strategy, VIlA -
MUltiple Herlg1ng M.Jltiple lledg>ng 
Based on fla sed on M>v I ng Olytmn, Cl{ 
150 l)jy M>v1ng Average Average Technique Chod-O>oice 
Feeding Technique lilnor i ng Oily New 1,000-1,100 lb. Cl!lculated Projected 
Per>od lilnortng Signals With Stop Strategy Slaughter ~teer Price Breakeven Net 
End ing1 Ohly New Signals Loss Provision VII VIlA Actual Projected Prtce Returns 
($/head) ($/head) ($/head) ($/head) ($/cwt.) ($/cwt. l ( $/cwt.) ($/head) 
06-03-·76 33.92 33.92 • .. 41.54 41.35 42.16 -8.67 
06-10-76 53.66 53.66 • • 41.63 40.02 41,38 -14.47 
06-17-76 79.79 79.79 • • 41.50 39.42 40.64 -13.01 
06-24-76 -40.61 -40.61 • $ 39.·16 40.12 40.77 -6.90 
07-01-76 -41.18 -41.18 • • 39.42 42.30 42.78 -5.15 
07-08-76 -82.78 -82.78 • * 37.32 42.85 43.74 -9.52 
07-15-76 -77.35 -77.35 .. • 36.67 43.22 43.96 -7.91 
07·22-76 -80.93 -80.93 • • 37.25 41.82 43.58 -18.77 
07-29-76 -65,12 -65.12 -65.12 -65.12 36.60 41.65 41.45 2.12 
08-05-76 -75.09 -75.09 • • 35.50 42.30 42.51 -2.24 
08-12-76 -71.10 -71.10 -71.10 -71.10 36.50 42.35 41.93 4.41 
08-19-76 -44.86 -44,86 • • 37.04 41.35 41.87 -5.54 
08-26-76 -~0.39 -20.39 • • 38.00 42.70 43.09 -4.12 
09-02-76 -38.49 -38.49 • • 37.75 43.97 f4.65 -7.25 
09-0!1-76 -44.61 -44.61 .. • 37.92 44.30 45.74 -15.41 
09-16-76 -50.32 -50.32 • • 37.08 45.~7 46.73 -12.40 
09-23-76 -44.50 -44.50 .. 34.94 45.17 46.35 -9.:17 
09-30-76 -12.46 -12.46 -12.46 '-12.46 34.46 44.80 14.01 8.45 
10-07-76 -13.81 -13.81 -13.81 -13.at 34.54 44.07 43.11 10.2!1 
10-14-i6 44.70 44.70 44.70 44.70 37,66 42.62 42.47 1.62 
10-21-76 19.13 19.13 19.13 19.13 38.57 44.45 42.K2 17.40 
10-28-76 18.96 18.96 18.96 18.96 39.23 45.17 44.10 11.50 
11-04-76 22.00 22.00 22.00 22.00 38.75 44.50 42.54 21.02 
11-11-76 28.55 28.55 28.55 28.55 39.00 ~6.10 42.30 40.67 
ll-18-76 15.36 15.36 l.'i.J6 15.36 38.69 45.07 40.44 49.58 
11·25-76 22.~0 22.90 22.30 22.90 38.69 H.OO 39.74 45.62 
12-02-76 24.04 24.04 24.04 24.04 39.83 42.80 ~0.77 21.72 
12-09-76 32.42 32.42 32.42 32,42 10.44 43.75 40.59 33.74 
12-16-76 27.80 27.80 27.80 27,80 40.09 44.40 40.31 43.78 
12-23-76 8.97 ~.97 8.97 8.97 39.50 43.52 40.02 37.51 
12-30-76 -10.21 -10.21 -10.21 -10.21 39.00 41.47 40.27 12.92 
01-06-77 29.ll ?.9.11 29.ll 29.11 38.80 43.20 40.65 27.28 
01-13-77 19.74 19.74 19.74 19.74 37.05 42.37 40.97 15.01 
01-20-77 7.42 7.42 7.42 7.42 36.19 43.37 40.81 27.43 
01-27-77 -15.75 -15.75 -15.75 -15.75 37.38 42.07 40.2U 20.03 
02-03-77 -12.86 -12.86 -12.d6 -12 .. 86 37.18 41.45 39.95 16.05 
02-10-77 -6.57 -6.57 -6.57 -6.57 37.53 39.77 39.06 7.66 
02-17-77 -6,52 -6.52 -6.52 -6.5l 37.25 38.47 38.32 1.63 
02-24-77 9.66 9.56 9.66 9.66 37.00 38.82 17.97 9.15 
O:l-·03-77 -2.23 -2.~3 -2.Z3 -~.2J Js.::o 37.~0 37 .RJ 0.79 
\13-10-77 -20.76 -20.76 ·20. 76 -20.76 36.78 41.20 38.90 24.59 
03--i'/-77 -21.8~ -21.~8 -21.88 -21.Bfl 37 .J5 41.00 38.95 21.97 
O:J-24-77 -n.99 -12.99 .. J2.99 -12.9!1 37.13 4t.n 38.79 26.63 
03-31-77 -24,75 -24.75 .. ?.4. 75 -24.75 :J'/.10 3'1.15 38.29 9.17 
04-~7-77 -43.09 ·43.09 -43.09 -43.09 3'1.·11 39.~7 J8.0ti 19.39 
04-f4-77 -21.15 -21.15 -21.15 -Zl.J 5 39.00 37.65 37.60 0.51 
114-21-77 -18.97 -l8o97 -1a.n -.18.97 41.00 40.67 37.46 34.38 
04;-2!1-77 -12.95 -12.95 -12.95 -12.95 42.63 40.15 38.5:1 17,34 
'15'-05-77 l.IJ1 1.01 1.01 1.0.1 43.75 41.05 38.59 26.2fl 
05~12-77 ~7.3tl -7.36 -7.36 -7.36 42.'1,5 40.42 38.50 20.63 
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TABLE Xlll (continued) 
SELID'IVE 
I'El'Dll'C 
ClNI'TNIUS I'EEDltC .\SSUVP1'ICN i\, 'lSl MP'l' TCN 
- strii·i,;~v viT- Strategy VII,\-
Mll t 1 pi" Jledg• ng Mlltiple Hedging 
Based on &sed on Mlv i ng Glyrron , (]{ 
150 I::uy 1\tlvtng Average Ave rage Tec_•hn 1 que C'..ood-Cno 1ce 
Feed1ng 1'e<:' h n 1 que llinor 1 ng OJ I y New 1 , 000- I , l 00 lb. C'a leu Ia ted Projected 
Period l-lonor1ng Signals With Stop Strategy Slaughter Steer Pr1ce Breal<even Net 
End lng: Only New Signals Loss Provision VII VIlA AC'tual ProjPcted Pr1ce Returns 
($/ht>nd) ($/head) ($/bead) ($/head) ( $/cwt.) ($/cwt.) ( $/cwt.) ($/head) 
05-19-77 -5.56 -5.56 -5.56 -5.56 41.91 40.10 38.11 2!. 26 
05-26-77 -12.Rf> -12.86 -12.86 -12.86 10.83 40.37 38.11 24.20 
06-02-77 1.07 4.07 4.07 4.07 40.53 40.37 36.98 36.14 
06-09-77 16.60 16.60 16.60 16.60 39.68 39.37 36.98 25.64 
06-16-77 11.40 11.40 11.40 11.40 38.45 38.97 36.79 23.41 
06-23-77 2.50 2.50 2.50 2.50 39.33 41.65 38.04 38.67 
06-30-77 18.30 18.30 18.30 18.30 41.03 11.02 38.26 29.ti0 
07-117-77 15.42 15.42 15.42 15.U 41.25 41.07 38.75 24.91] 
07-14-77 -3.96 -3.96 -3.96 -3.96 40.50 40.62 :19.07 16.5!1 
07-21-77 3.26 3.26 3.26 3.26 39.70 40.65 38.87 18.99 
07 -28-7'1 19.61 19.61 19.61 19.61 :19.83 39.32 38.43 9.62 
08-04-77 10.21 10.21 10.21 t0.2J 39;35 40.40 37.97 'l6.00 
08-11-'/7 8.22 8.22 8.22 8.22 39.43 41.40 38.24 33.86 
08-18-77 5.1l9 5.09 5.09 5.09 39.33 41.87 38.43 36.88 
08-25-77 3H.03 38.03 38.03 38.03 39.33 41.25 38.68 27.46 
09-01-77 33.32 33.32 33.32 33.32 39.05 41.72 38.84 30.83 
09-08-77 29.65 29.65 29.65 29.65 39.06 43.02 39.20 40.97 
09-15-77 23.!9 23.19 23.19 23.19 39.13 41.10 39.87 34.56 
09-22-77 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 39.28 43.32 40.32 32.17 
09-29-77 -6.27 -6.27 -6.27 -6.Z'l 40.25 42.67 40.44 23.90 
10-06-77 6.28 p.28 6.28 6.28 40.91 ·10.92 39.93 10.67 
10-13-77 11.05 11.05 11.05 11.05 41.!0 40,72 39.67 11.27 
10-20-77 6. 72 6.72 6.72 6.72 41.15 40.97 39.54 15.32 
10-27-77 -7,94 -7.94 -7.94 -7.~4 41.00 41.62 39.54 22.28 
11-03-77 -9.07 -9.07 -9.0i -9.01 40.57 40.40 '19.64 8.14 
11-10-77 -8.63 -8.63 • • 411.45 37.90 .19.48 -16.89 
11-17-77 -15.54 -t5.54 .. 40.38 :l9.:l7 40.05 -7.27 
11-24-77 -14.83 -14.83 .. • 40.80 39.25 40.41 -12.38 
12-01-77 11.62 -37.60 • • 41.57 39.02 40.48 -15.61 
12-08-77 i 2.JJ -52.62 * • 41.38 38.17 40.23 -21.97 
12-15-77 l2.60 -41.28 • • 42.18 37.77 40.07 -24.54 
12-22-77 26.31 -26.66 • .. 42.59 ~8.65 40.13 -15.85 
12-29-77 -1.56 • .. • 43.00 36.50 43.15 -7.11 
01-05-78 -4.20 • • 42.88 16.50 43.27 -72.47 
01-12·78 -13.95 • .. 42.44 35.27 43.21 -84.89 
01-19-78 -18.R5 • • • 42.41 J5.37 43.11 -82.79 
01-26-78 -25.47 • • .. 42.50 35.87 43.11 -77.44 
02-02-78 -40.14 • • • 42.68 36.37 43.20 -73.08 
02-09-78 -33.52 • • • 43.03 36.42 42.34 -69.66 
02--16-78 -17.33 • 44.35 36.87 42.74 -62.79 
OZ-23-79 16.83 • • • 44.38 37.2'1 42.81 -59.~0 
03-02-'/8 14 04 $ • .. 44.32 37.25 43.01 -61.60 
03-09-78 32.01 * • • 46.03 3'7 ,41) 43.04 -60.J3 
03-16-78 o6.26 • • .. 47.88 :16.90 42.62 -61.23 
03-23-78 73.80 • .. 50.00 37.80 t3.10 -56.74 
03-30-78 99.53 • • .. 31.'47 17.:!7 43.10 -61.29 
04-06-78 61.58 • 50,59 37. 2'1 42.88 -59,98 
04-13-78 1\3.04 .. • "' 51.55 .17.60 43.17 -59.d5 04-20--78 67.95 li7,95 .. 32.24 40.20 43.RO -36.42 
04-i7-78 70.46 70.46 • • '52.57 40.27 43.70 -36.65 
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TABLE XIH (continued) 
SELFr::TIVE 
F'EEJ)JNJ 
<UlTINI.UJS FEEDINJ ASSthY!'l<l'l ~::'~MI'TICN 
Strategy VII - Strategy VilA -
Milt ipl e lledg1ng MUltiple fredging 
Basrfl ''" As sed on 11-tlv i 111; O!ynnn, a< 
151! [))y 11-tlv 1 ng ~ve rnge Average Technique Uoo<l-010 ice 
Feeding Terhr,Jque lilnor ing ()! ly NPW I , 000-1 , 100 lb. f:alculated Projected 
l'~>r 1 od Honor •••g Signals With Stop Strategy Slaughter Steer Pri~ BrPakeven Net 
Ending: Only New Siv,nals Loss Prov IS 1on VII VIlA Actual Pro )el'll'd Pr1ce Returns 
($/heRd) ($/head) ($/head) ($/head) ($/ewt.) ($/cwt.) ($/cwt.) {$/head) 
05-04-78 74.09 74.09 • • 52.93 40.67 43.72 -32.59 
05-11-78 88.01 88.01 • • 54.36 40.67 43.85 -33,97 
05-18-78 103.53 103.53 • • 55.81 40.95 43.85 -31.03 
05-25-78 130.49 130.49 • • 58.33 41.72 43.85 -22.73 
06-01-78 136.26 136.26 • • 60.16 42.05 45.15 -33.17 
06-08-78 123.64 123.64 • • 59.50 41.52 45.44 -41.85 
06-15-78 147.97 147.97 • • 58.03 41.35 45.31 ·42.35 
06-22-78 157,97 157.97 • • 53.78 42.32 45.73 -36.39 
06-29-78 107.34 107.34 . - • 50.59 42.87 46.85 -42.51 
07-06-'18 81.70 81.70 • • 51.75 43.97 47.45 -37.23 
07-13-78 89.71 89.71 • • .JJ.JO 45.07 48.26 -34.03 
IIi ,liJ-78 73.33 73.33 • • 52.56 44.57 49.05 -H.84 
07-27-78 73.65 13.65 .. • 52,91 45.00 49.37 -46.72 
08-03-78 56.95 -35.02 • * 52.93 46.62 50.95 -46.24 
08-10-78 26.02 26.02 • • 51.26 48.40 52.17 -40.31 
08-17-78 3.35 3.35 • • 49,59 48.37 52.62 -45.38 
08-24-78 -24.92 -80.11 • • 49.62 49.47 53.29 -40.83 
08-31-78 --11.60 • • * 50.82 47.80 53.24 -58.28 
09-07-78 -7.97 -7.97 • • 51.59 49.30 63.02 -46.82 
09-14-78 2.60 2.60 • • 52.77 49.27 53.87 -49.15 
09-21-78 19.21 19.21 • " 53,84 49.47 53.53 -43.44 09-28-78 24.01 24.01 • • 53.62 51.80 53.59 -19,16 
10-05-78 -16.62 -16.62 • ~ 53.00 52.40 54.59 -23.38 
10-1~-78 -19.58 -19.58 • .. 54.20 54.R2 56.06 -13.23 
10-19-78 -14.99 -59.98 • • 53.56 55.50 57.51 -21.46 
10-26-78 20.49 20.49 • ... 52.37 57,67 57.88 -2.18 
11-02-78 -44.27 -44.27 • .. 51.14 54.~0 56.65 -25.19 
11-09-78 -36.80 -36.80 • • 51.09 51.55 56.24 -50.14 
11-16-78 -37.89 • • • 51.32 49.45 55.02 -59.56 
11-23-78 -18.19 • • 53.29 49.20 55.14 -63.61 
11-30-78 -15.73 -70.28 • • 55.26 52.10 56.89 -51.20 
12-07-78 -35.74 -78.38 • 54.84 52.55 57.88 -57.03 
12·14-78 -45.11 -89.16 • .. 55.02 52.45 57.as -57.76 
12-21-78 ·48.17 -89.61 56.00 'i4.37 58.77 -46.99 
12-28-78 -77.31 • • .. 56.07 54.85 62.17 -78.31 
01-04-79 -52.47 • • • 5tl.15 52.72 59.75 -75.12 
01-11-79 0.-19 • • • 58.25 51.65 58.78 -76.33 
01-\8-79 17.30 ~ • • 60.43 52.55 59.39 -73.20 
01-25-79 19.62 • • • 61.29 53.82 60.03 -66.44 
02-01-79 64.20 64.20 • . 62.27 54.77 56.85 -22.19 
02-08-'19 44.20 44.20 • * 62.52 56.45 57.21 -8.19 
a2-15-79 47.55 47.55 • • 63. I 5 56.80 57.63 -8.90 
02-22-79 28.66 2@.66 • • 84.43 56.35 57.79 -15.43 
03-01-79 47.03 47.03 47.03 47.03 65.97 58.77 57.61 12.49 
03 .. 08-79 81.16 81.13 81.16 81.16 69.02 59.02 57.4'7 16.67 
03-15-79 !13.50 ~3.50 • .. 70.25 56.70 56.9fi -2.83 
03-22"79 106.35 !06,35 • .. 71.55 :;4.711 56~ 13 -15.30 
0Jc29-79 172.65 122.65 122.65 122.65 72.29 56.27 55.74 ~.67 
04-05-79 73.20 '13.20 • • 711.9; 55.77 56.44 -7.12 























































TA HL E XHJ (('ontinued) 
CTNI'INlUJS rr.EDIN:> 1\SSl!\IPT'ICN 
StratPgy Vll·:.--.'ltrlitPgy VIIA""-::-
MJitiple Hedging Mlltiple Hedg1ng 
BRSPrl on Based on Mbving 
MUv1ng I;Prage Average Technique 
1'e<' h n 1 que 1-bno r i ng Qll y 'l<w 
Hon•.•t 1ng Signals With f'!op 
CAlly New Signals Loss Provision 
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l,Oo;o-1.100 lb, Calculated 
Slaugh t~cr S leer _.r..t:.~£!:. Break even 
Actual: Pr.., i•"' tPrl PrICE' 















































































































































































































TABLE XIII (continued) 
SEL~L'TIVE 
FEEDINJ 
ll:Nf!Nl.UH FE£111!1[} ASSlM'Tlal ASSl111P1'1~ 
St r11 t;;gy VII - Strategy VIlA -
1\\rl t ipl e Hedging M.llt i pIe fleagi ng 
Based on Based on M:>ving Cl!yrron • (]{ 
150 !By M:>v mg Ave rage Average Technrque Good-Cho ree 
Fee<lrng rcehnrque flonoring Oily r{ew 1, 000 -I , I 00 lb. Calculated Projected 
PPritvl IlOilO!' j ~g Signals With Stop Strategy S1aug~Stee!:_~ Break even Net 
Ending: Olly 'lew Signals Loss Provrs ron VII VIlA Actual Projected Pr rce Returns 
($/head) ($/head) ($/head) ($/head) ($/cwt.) ($/cwt.) ( $/t'Wt.) ($/head) 
. ------·---
04-03-80 49.97 49.97 4!1.97 49.97 61.43 70.72 68.07 28.43 
04-10-80 48.84 48.84 4fl.84 48.84 62.50 73.17 69.27 41.79 
04-17-80 62.99 62.99 62.99 62.99 63.90 72.27 69.35 31.33 
04-24-80 -52.80 -52.80 -52,80 -52.80 65.10 73.37 69.69 39.41 
05-01-80 -43.59 -43.59 -43.59 -43.59 66.25 73.60 70.17 36.72 
05-08-80 -48.21 -48.21 -48.21 -48.21 65.85 71.72 70.20 16.32 
05-15-80 -47.12 -47.12 -47.12 -47.12 66.'/0 74.02 70.95 32.93 
05-22-80 -35.75 -35.75 -:15.75 -35.75 66.25 73.85 70.95 31.05 
05-29-80 -36.10 -36.10 -36.10 -36.10 66.62 73.80 71.27 27.04 
06-05-80 -45.09 -72.11 • • 66,33 71.82 71.83 -0.01 
06-12-80 -38.27 -73.00 • • 66.22 69.70 71.33 -17.49 
06-19-80 -7.67 -5.63 • • 67.83 67.72 70.09 -25.30 
06-26·-80 43.93 43.93 43.93 43.93 68.38 69.87 69.80 0.85 
07-03-80 4.89 4.89 .. • 69.31 72.52 74.37 -19.78 
07-10-80 9.35 9.35 • • 70.58 72.55 75.23 -28.65 
07-17-80 26.49 26.49 • • 70.53 71.60 74.90 -35.30 
07-24-80 10.62 10.62 • • 71.:18 70.87 74.24 -36.04 
07-31-80 3.29 3.29 • • 71.90 71.42 76.24 -51.57 
08-07-80 16.22 16.22 • • 72.00 69.67 73.96 -45.86 
08-14-dO -25.61 -84.2'/ • ~ 72.67 67.70 71.78 -43.61 
08-21-80 -24.46 -25.43 • • 72.57 64.22 70.32 -65.20 
08-28-80 11.81 -33.04 .. .. 71.19 60.92 65.55 -49.50 
09-04-80 -1.58 -49.08 • .. 70.82 60.92 66.43 -58.90 
09-11-80 -30.05 -50.63 • • 69.d5 62.50 6!1.51 -64.26 
09· 111-80 -39.05 -65.05 .. .. 68.75 62.85 67.74 -52.28 
09-25-80 -35.03 -70.87 • • 67.63 62.:!0 66.83 -49.57 
10 .. 02-80 -14.'79 -62.59 • .. 67.30 61.10 67.05 -63.67 
10-09-80 -31.64 -89.31 • * 6'/.12 63.92 68.44 -48.35 
10-16-80 -~5.88 -78.26 • 68.02 62.80 68.38 -59.68 
10-23-dO -60.04 -60.04 * • 68.38 64.40 68.24 -41.14 
10-30-80 -45.63 -45.63 .. • 67.75 62.6'1 67.37 -50.27 
11-06-80 -34.93 -34.93 • • 67.13 64.45 68.19 ·42.17 
11-13-80 -13.50 -53.50 • • 66.80 65.15 69.80 -49.76 
11-20-80 ·76.68 -76.68 • • 65.88 66.80 71.05 -·15.44 
ll-27-RO -69.6t -55.92 • • 66.08 66.37 70.59 -45.07 
12-04-80 -68.04 -73.74 • • 66.03 67.72 70.41 -28.68 
12-11-80 -39.59 -39.59 • • 66.28 66.07 68.00 ..20.57 
12-18-80 -35.42 -57.62 • ~ 65.97 68.10 70.ll -21.53 
12-25-80 -41.59 -41.59 • * 66.09 71.05 7!.87 -8.77 
------
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